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New Denver chooses helipad over housing

by Jan McMurray
New Denver has saved its helipad
and lost its housing project.
On June 8, council rescinded the
motion to re-zone the IHA property near
the health centre, which would have
paved the way for a housing project for
seniors and disabled people to be built
on the helipad.
“It was clear that that’s what our
public wanted,” said Mayor Gary
Wright in an interview. “I feel that
council performed its role in good
faith. We proceeded on the basis of
our community concept plan and tried
to bring that [housing] program to
the Village, thinking it would result
in housing with no loss of any other
services or infrastructure. When it
became clear that that wasn’t the case,
we went to the public, made our case,
heard their input and made the decision
that they clearly wanted us to make.
That’s our job.”
After extremely well attended and
emotionally charged public meetings on
this issue on April 21, June 1 and June 7,
there was not a shadow of a doubt – the
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people of New Denver and area were not
willing to give up their helipad for this
project. However, they were in favour of
finding another location for the housing.
Wright said he was talking to BC
Housing until 5 pm on June 8, the day
of the council meeting where the rezoning was denied, to see if there was
a way to accommodate the housing
project on another site in New Denver.
“They said there was not time to look at
another location. That program was an
economic stimulus program that came
out with the downturn in the economy…
to result in quick, immediate economic
input in the area. So if it couldn’t work
quickly, it didn’t meet the objectives of
the program. One of reasons we got it
was because we did have a plan,” he
explained.
When asked if the Village would
pursue a housing project despite losing
this one, Wright replied, “We’ll pursue
everything. We’re still going through
a major review of the OCP, triggered
by the need to include a carbon neutral
strategy into that plan. As part of that
discussion, we fully intend again to
involve the community in long-term
planning to identify an appropriate
location or locations for social housing,
seniors housing, assisted living and
supported living.”
Recurring themes in the public
comments at the meetings were a deep
distrust of IHA, the lack of adequate
ambulance service, and a greater need
for assisted living than for independent
living units.
Distrust of the IHA was shown by
comments at the June 7 public hearing

such as, “I don’t trust IHA and I don’t
think anyone in this room does”; “They
are making us make a decision with a
gun to our head”; “You are making a
pact with the devil”; “I believe IHA has
an ulterior motive for that property”;
and “I am not in favour of entering into
a relationship with IHA for any reason
whatsoever.”
Wright pointed out in the interview
that the people’s distrust of IHA goes so
deep that they did not believe the CEO
of IHA when he stated in writing to the
Village that the loss of the helipad would
have no impact on the future of New
Denver’s 24/7 emergency service.
Several people at the hearing made
the point that inadequate ambulance
service in the area underlines the need
for medevac capability. Joe Matthews,
New Denver’s longest standing attendant
currently on the ambulance crew,
informed the meeting that he is one of
four crew members. Two are drivers
only, and “we may lose one of our
only attendants. That leaves me as your
only attendant right now, so if I’m not
in service, you don’t have the service.
I can’t keep it going 24 hours a day.”
When he apologized for an “unreliable”
service, Mayor Wright told him that no
one thinks he is unreliable, and everyone
stood up and applauded him.
Another point made by residents
at the public hearing was the need for
assisted living units, not independent
living units, as documented in the
community concept plan for the health
centre. Brenda Dahlie, who did the age
friendly report, said that assisted living
was identified as the predominant

housing need for seniors.
A few people stated they felt the
health centre property was not a good
location for independent living units
because it is a long walk from there to
downtown shops and services.
Craig Pettitt told the crowd, “We
have probably the best heliport in this
region.” He said he had spent hundreds
of hours in helicopters, and this heliport,
which has been there for 35-40 years, is
easy to land in. He said he landed there in
a snowstorm in the black of night once.
“It is paid for. No amount of money will
replace the facility we already have…”
Mayor Wright presented economic
and social arguments for the housing at
the June 1 public meeting. He pointed out
that the project would create eight homes
that would be occupied year round. They
would add almost $1 million of capital
improvement to the community. A new
helipad would cost $50,000-$100,000,
he said, so it makes more sense for the
residents to capitalize a new helipad
than housing.

Wright also said the 2003
community concept plan for the health
campus endorsed assisted living and
supported living housing on the site, and
that this type of housing could tie into
the existing medical, nursing and food
services at the health centre, thereby
continuing to justify the need for those
services. He said that although this
housing was not supportive or assisted, it
was a step along the way. “If it had been
assisted living housing, it may have been
a tougher call for people,” he said. At the
public hearing, there were 34 speakers
and 28 written submissions, all against
the re-zoning of the IHA property. Every
single person in the hall raised their hand
when one speaker asked for a show of
hands from people against the proposal.
Petitions against the re-zoning were
submitted with signatures of 255 New
Denver residents, 111 Silverton residents
and 195 Area H residents. Letters against
the proposal were received from the
Village of Silverton and Area H Director
Walter Popoff.
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Ainsworth’s historic Silver Ledge Hotel was destroyed by arson in the early morning hours of June 3.

Historic Silver Ledge Hotel in Ainsworth destroyed by arson
by Art Joyce
It was a black day in history. The
114-year-old Silver Ledge Hotel was
burned to the ground on Thursday, June
3. Police arrested Randolph Hanoski

near the scene. By the time Kaslo Fire
Chief Larry Badry arrived at the scene
about 7:05 am, it was already too late.
Fortunately no other buildings were
affected by the blaze.

Kaslo RCMP, attending the fire
quickly, determined that its nature
was suspicious. Three members of the
Kootenay Boundary Regional General
Investigation Section were called in
along with the Police Service Dog unit.
They located and arrested Hanoski
by 12:15. He was charged with arson
and later appeared in court in Nelson.
Hanoski was released on $10,000 bail
Friday afternoon. According to RCMP
Staff Sergeant Dan Siebel, among the
conditions of his bail are that he is
not to go to Ainsworth and not to be
in possession of fire accelerants. He
is staying with a family member in
Calgary.
“If folks are concerned that more
fires may be set, they can be at ease
because this individual is no longer in
the community,” said Siebel.
Fire Chief Badry reported that it
took less than two hours to destroy the
hotel, despite the efforts of 15 firefighters
and five firefighting rigs supplied by the
Kaslo and Balfour/Harrop volunteer
fire departments. Ainsworth does not
have a fire department. Badry said
the balloon-framing of the heritage
building caused the fire to spread
quickly. Neighbours were advised
to turn sprinklers and hoses on their
roofs. The nearby heritage JB Fletcher
store building was thus prevented from
catching fire.
The 5,000-square-foot hotel was
built in 1896 as one of the few in the
region that had hot running water,
thanks to the nearby hot springs. More
recently, the hotel had sat unused for
years until being purchased by two
Calgary families.
Meanwhile, police are still
investigating the destruction of the
two heritage buildings in the 115-yearold Marblehead quarry near Meadow
Creek. At press time, Staff Sergeant
Siebel was unable to report any progress
in finding the culprit(s) for that arson.
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Slocan Park residents stage ongoing logging protests
by Jan McMurray
Slocan Park residents have been out
several times to protest the logging that
started above their community on June 7.
The day the logging started, 30
people participated in a noon rally at
Hwy 6 and Storbo Road, and 17 people
came out that evening. On Thursday,
June 10, a field inspection of the first
cutblock (block 2) was scheduled at
1 pm. A group showed up to protest,
and six residents accompanied Al
Skakun from BC Timber Sales and
Steve Barabonoff of CPS Investments,
the logging contractor, on the field
inspection. Then on Friday, June 11, 20
people showed up for an early morning
protest at the Kalesnikoff mill site, as
Kalesnikoff is purchasing some of the
timber from the Slocan Park blocks.
The group moved to the BCTS office
in Castlegar for a protest later in the
morning.
“People are protesting because they
are still not comfortable with this logging
in their watersheds,” said Sandi Kabel,
director of the Slocan Park Community
Action for Responsible Ecology Society
(Slocan Park CARES).
Slocan Park residents have been
opposed to this BC timber sale since
they found out about it in 2008. They are
concerned that the logging on such steep
and sensitive terrain may impact water
supply and terrain stability.
Results of the residents’ complaint
to the Forest Practices Board last year
showed that all requirements had been
met, and that BCTS and the licensee
were doing the right things to minimize
the risk of impacts to the residents. Al

Skakun of BCTS reported that at the
recent field inspection of block 2, the
road building and logging operations
were found to be in full conformance
with all of the requirements.
However, the residents remain
unconvinced. “Al [Skakun] has said
all the studies have been done and
everything is fine,” said Kabel. “I told
him that the studies had been done on
Mt. Sentinel as well, but what happened
there? Any confidence that may have
been instilled in people was gone when
Mt. Sentinel happened.” Last October,
logging road construction on Mt.
Sentinel caused heavy sedimentation in
a Crescent Valley resident’s water supply.
The society has hired local forester
Herb Hammond to do an environmental
study of the four cutblocks in this timber
sale. They had wanted him to conduct
both pre- and post-logging studies, but
Kabel says BCTS would not delay the
operation to accommodate the prelogging study. However, the society is
hoping that a pre-logging study can still
be done on block 1, the most sensitive
of the four blocks and the last one that
will be logged.
Porcupine Wood Products out of
Salmo is purchasing the wood, but only
wants the cedar. To divest themselves of
the other wood types, they have entered
into an agreement with Kalesnikoff.
“For Kalesnikoff to purchase the
logs from the Slocan Park cutblocks goes
against their motto and goes against the
community that supports their business,”
said Kabel.
Kalesnikoff is currently undergoing
an independent audit of its forest
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management operations as part of
the process to get forest management
certification under the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC) BC Standard. Public
comments are invited as part of the audit.
Slocan Park CARES representatives
have an appointment to meet with the
auditors on Monday, June 14.
Stan Hadikin of Kalesnikoff told
the Valley Voice on June 11 that the
company has entered into a contract with
the vendor of the wood and does not

have just cause to break it. He explained
that the certification process currently
underway has to do with the company’s
management of the logging done by
the company. When bringing in wood
logged by another company, he said the
wood has to meet the ‘controlled wood
standard.’ This means that the wood has
to meet minimum requirements for high
conservation values – that there is not
going to be undue damage to species at
risk, for example.

“In my opinion, the Slocan Park
wood meets the controlled wood
standard, but there is still some concern
from community members who differ
on the interpretation,” said Hadikin. “We
do want to buy from appropriate vendors
with a good track record. Because this is
a Crown managed licence and it’s gone
through a great deal of public scrutiny,
including the Forest Practices Board, we
are determining that there is no reason to
turn the wood away.”

by Kate Guthrie
All schools in the province will
implement full-day kindergarten
programs over the next two school years.
School District 8 (Nelson-Creston)
will offer full-day K starting next year
(September 2010) at all schools in
outlying areas, including the Slocan
Valley, Kaslo, Meadow Creek, Salmo
and Creston, with Nelson schools
coming online in September 2011.
The Homelinks program, which
connects homeschooling families with
the classroom, will also participate. Kristi
Crowe of SD8 explained that Homelinks
students would be engaged in more play
and activities at home, and they might
also come into school for longer periods
of time.
The decision to initiate the program
in the rural areas first is a direct response
to the findings of the Early Development

Instrument (EDI), Crowe said. The study
found that the majority of the most
developmentally vulnerable children in
the region lived outside of Nelson. “The
ministry feels that full-day K supports
students who are at risk on a number of
levels, from socioeconomics to literacy,”
Crowe said. The half-day program will
no longer be an option for parents,
said Crowe. However, kindergarten is
considered optional.
There will continue to be multi-age
classrooms at many of the schools.
The ministry, Crowe said, supports
the “primary program,” in which
kindergarten to grade three is totally playbased. This necessitates “differentiation,”
she said, “where everyone is working on
a literacy activity but on different levels.”
She added that there will be no rows and
desks in the classroom.
“The curriculum isn’t any different

than it was for half-day kindergarten.
The Ministry is really, really clear that
the learning goals are going to stay the
same.” Crowe believes this will allow
for time “to go deeper” with more playbased activities and art.
Crowe encourages parents to contact
their local school if they have concerns
or questions. Kindergarten orientations
will be held at the schools throughout
June and private appointments can be
made. Crowe can be contacted at Brent
Kennedy Elementary, 250-226-7217.

Full-day kindergarten comes to School District 8
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Mourning Rob Riley...

One of my dearest friends died last week. Rob Riley was a character, and
will be remembered as such. In many ways he was a great man. Intellectually
gifted, magnanimous of spirit and possessed of a keen sense of humour.
Like many great spirits, he had a number of character flaws as well. He
was a hopeless alcoholic. As soon as he ever got any money, he would start
drinking, and wouldn’t stop until the money was gone. He rarely bathed,
and lived in squalor. He chain-smoked hand-rolled cigarettes for most of his
too-short life. He was stubborn and impertinent.
Rob was a month older than me, and we knew each other since university
days. He came for a visit shortly after I landed in Rosebery, and ended up
staying for most of the next decade and a half. He was living at my log
house when it burnt down, and moved into a room in the basement of the
new house when it was built. He lived there for several years, before moving
into a trailor on my property. It was there that he died.
We worked together on our university newspaper, The Quill. He came to
join me on my first community newspaper, The Souris Valley Echo. We’ve
published books, newspapers and magazines together. When Jan & I bought
the Valley Voice, he became our first production manager.
The biggest project that we ever took on together was putting the Sandon
Museum back together after two-thirds of the collection had been taken by
a disgruntled member of the historical society. We worked long hours for
weeks that summer, putting together the interpretation that still adorns the
walls. He wanted to tell a story, he told me. So he edited my writings, fitting
them into his vision of the history of the place. He gathered artifacts from
hither and yon, and incorporated them into our displays. Because we were
both newspapermen, we broke the history of the place into stories. The walls
of that museum were our paste-up boards that summer, and we reveled in
all of that space.
Rob was a complicated man. He had a low sense of self-worth, yet was
always defending the rights of others. He refused to take a disability pension
for decades, despite having had a leg amputated as a child. Too proud. He
was a socialist, a gay-rights advocate and a tireless defender of disabled
persons. He contributed thoughtful posts to a large number of on-line journals,
progressive think-tanks and discussion groups.
I loved him dearly, and miss him very much.
Dan Nicholson, publisher
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The Valley Voice welcomes letters to the editor and community news
articles from our readers.
Letters and articles should be no longer than 500 words and may be
edited. We reserve the right to reject any submitted material.
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address and daytime phone number for verification purposes.
We will not knowingly publish any letter that is defamatory or libelous.
We will not publish anonymous letters or letters signed with pseudonyms,
except in extraordinary circumstances.
Opinions expressed in published letters are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the Valley Voice.
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Thanks to Hidden
Garden Gallery

I would like to congratulate the
Hidden Garden Gallery on their 10th
anniversary and a big thank you for
their involvement and support in art
education at Lucerne School over the
past five years.
The beautiful quilted fabric wall
hanging of the New Denver glacier
that hangs in the main foyer of the
school is one of many projects that
HGG has helped fund. Another
project involved providing a grant
to purchase materials for one of our
‘Fall into Learning’ immersion weeks
instructed by artis, Linda Dixon from
Nakusp. Students learned a variety of
surface design techniques in order
to create their own personal textile
tapestry. The gallery has hosted four
art shows featuring student work
from Patti Sebben’s textile classes,
and Brighid Bowman and Valerie
Piercey-Wilson’s fine art classes.
This past year the Hidden
Garden Gallery sponsored free fibre
art classes in felting at the school
for elementary students with Marcy
Mahr as instructor. This month
Rachelle Champagne’s K-2 class
had their first art show at the gallery.
Lucerne School looks forward
to the celebrations and activities
planned by the Hidden Garden
Gallery this summer and on behalf of
the Lucerne school I wish the board
of directors great success in future
endeavours.
It does indeed take a whole
community to raise a child.
Best wishes and happy birthday!
Patti Sebben, Lucerne School teacher
Silverton

Open letter to the
ICBC Fairness
Commissioner

I am writing to express my
outrage and concern that the people
of BC are being held hostage by
the good old boys club at ICBC.
It recently occurred to me that the
corporation has no moral or legal
place in the enforcement of law, nor
does it have a moral or legal place in
the process of assessing, regulating,
or quantifying traffic fines.
The purpose of the corporation
is to provide insurance to motorists.
For ICBC to have a hand in any
other aspect is an obvious and blatant
conflict of interest. Whether the
Fairness Commissioner is at arm’s-

			

length or not, the commissioner
cannot, must not, be in any way,
shape or form under the umbrella
of ICBC.
This corporation is required by
law to be a non-profit entity. Why
then, did over three hundred million
dollars recently get transferred
to general revenue? Enough lies
already. It’s time to dismantle
ICBC or revamp the corporation
for transparency of procedures. The
commissioner must not be seen to
be of, with, or for the insurance
corporation. And ICBC must not
be allowed to continue to have any
input into the administration of
traffic matters. The people of BC
can only stand so much, and then
they will rebel.
Jody Rogers
New Denver

Forest fire
prevention

Forest fires continue to destroy
our forest resources and threaten
our lives every year. Dead snags
along the highways and forest roads
are a substantial threat to public
transportation.
The threat of devastating forest
fires is imminent. Small scale salvage
and single tree selective harvesting
our timber substantially reduces this
danger.
The reactivation and maintenance
of existing forest roads allows access
to single tree selective harvest,
which in turn allows observation
of timber infestation, monitoring
stream channel flow preventing
floods, and access for firefighters.
The removal of unhealthy beetleinfested and mature timber reduces
fire fuels as well as enhances young
timber growth. Unusable branches
and broken tops are left flat on the
ground and absorb water in the
winter which does not dry out in
the summer. This wood provides
moisture and nutrients to young
timber growth.
Small trails created by small
crawler tractors allow access for
firefighters and act as a fire guard.
Small scale salvage permits the
harvesting of wind-thrown, dead
standing beetle infested timber.
Single tree selective harvesting
permits the thinning of green healthy
timber.
The policy in place today does
not support taking good care of our
timber resources! The policy change
needs to combine small scale salvage
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and single tree selective harvesting.
The small scale salvage
contractor’s stumpage rates should be
equivalent to the major corporations.
The lost value of timber revenue
due to forest fires is paramount
across the country.
Write to your provincial Minister
of Forests (FOR.Minister@gov.
bc.ca), the premier (Premier@gov.
bc.ca) and the prime minister (fax:
613-941-6900).
Ron Huss
Rosebery

South Slocan
water story

To all water users in the
Regional District of Central
Kootenay:
In 1948 we were incorporated
under the Water Act of the day
– our system was engineered
and approved by the authorities
at the time. A Commission of
Management was established and
everything went well for 30 years.
In 1980, our wooden water tank
needed replacement. To finance a
60,000-gallon tank, the RDCK was
approached and the Improvement
District was incorporated into the
Regional District. The South Slocan
Commission of Management
(SSCM) had the new holding tank
erected with the approval of the
RDCK.
Everything went well until the
IHA decided that untreated water
was illegal and treatment was
necessary for all water systems.
The people who had been running
our system could no longer operate
it as they were “unqualified” in
spite of 50 years of experience and
local knowledge.
In 2010, we the 50 or so water
users of the South Slocan water
system, must pay for a multi-phase
treatment plant with pumps, etc. for
the initial price of $316,000. This
water treatment could have been
done in 2005 for approximately
$43,000.
Most cities and towns have
primary water treatment. Why
must a small system have to have a
multi-treatment plant at seven times
the initial bid? Perhaps the RDCK
could be a bit more conservative
with its taxpayers, most of whom
in this small water district are
seniors on fixed incomes or young,
hardworking, low-income families.
Stan Baker
South Slocan
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Nakusp Music
Fest responds to
council report

It was with great concern that
the board of directors of the Nakusp
Roots Music Society reviewed the
Village administrator’s report on the
“true cost to the Village to host the
Music Festival” and the subsequent
coverage of this report included in
the Valley Voice newspaper, June 2,
2010. We believe that this report has
done a great disservice to both the
Nakusp Music Fest and the Village
by presenting this inaccurate and
subjective information to council
and the public.
Our main concern is that the
bulk of the costs that are outlined
in the report are for items, services
or staffing that are off-site of the
Music Festival over which we
have no control; are not part of our
agreement; and would otherwise be
regular costs to the Village during
any event held in the Nakusp area.
We are aware that Music Fest
puts an additional strain on services
by increasing tourism in the area. We
also feel that the Village and local
businesses reap considerable benefits
from the festival and that the increase
in tourism is a positive benefit for
the town. This also fits in with the
long-range strategy of increasing
tourism and helps Nakusp diversify
its economic base.
Music Fest is a strong
corporate citizen supporting many
organizations and initiatives in
this area and has a huge volunteer
base. We have always paid what
is legitimately owed to the Village
and have managed and maintained
the site in a responsible manner,
including purchasing equipment
to be shared by the Village, school
district and golf course to maintain
the ball fields year round.
The board of NRMS has worked
co-operatively with the Village
in promoting Music Fest in the
surrounding area with tangible
economic spinoffs and we sincerely
hope to continue to do so in the
future.
Board of directors
Nakusp Roots Music Society

New Denver’s
Carpenter
Creek trail

Thanks to Rosalie for her
thoughts on the creek trail. In the
spring of 2008 my dog decided to go
for a walk up that way. It was very
bushed in but I could see there was a
trail there at one time so I decided to
clean it out enough to walk without
having to push branches aside. It
took me till the fall to clean out up to
the rockslide. Then last year I cleared
it out up to the falls. Now at the falls
you can see the original cement
water flume on the other side of the
creek that fed water to the Walbaum
powerhouse that supplied the first
electricity to New Denver.
The road from the end of the

main street was built by Sandy Harris
in the early ’40s and gave him access
to a new power plant on this side of
the creek. The cement foundation is
still there. Too bad it was destroyed
when BC Hydro bought him out – it
is really a heritage area.
While I was working away with
my loppers I started to see a lot of
quartzite rock around and started
to put them aside. Soon I started to
balance other rocks. Others have
enjoyed them too, but someone has
been kicking them down. Every
week or so I have to put them up
again. On Thursday I found this note
under one such pile:
“To the person who makes the
rock piles. I’m asking you to move
your hobby to your own back yard.
I come to the river path to see the
natural beauty and your ‘Kilroy
was here’ territorial markers are
very irritating and unattractive. I
have stopped walking here so I
don’t have to see your marks on
the natural setting. There is enough
human disturbance already, so please
cease and desist and let nature do the
landscaping.”
I know who is doing it. A man
was seen doing his karate kick on
them. I just bet this nature lover lives
in a wood house with running water
and a television set.
Ernie George
New Denver

The damming
of BC

At the last minute, the BC
Liberals rammed through Bill 17,
their so-called ‘Clean Energy Act.’
What concerns me about this Act as
a resident of the Kootenays is that we
may be foolishly losing our socially,
culturally and environmentally
expensive electricity forever. I am
referring to the electricity that is ours
through the Columbia River Treaty.
To produce this electricity the
Duncan, Keenleyside and Mica
dams were built forcing 2,300 of
our residents from their homes and
farms. Some of our best farm land
and wildlife habitat are flooded.
First Nations sites, including burial
grounds, are flooded. Our aquatic
ecosystems are devastated.
This sacrifice results in about
4400 Gwh/year – the same amount the
proposed site C dam would produce.
We didn’t need that electricity in the
1960s and signed long-term contracts
with the States to sell our electricity
to them. All of those contracts have
now expired.
When the BC Liberals tell us that
we are in dire need of more electricity,
they completely ignore the existence
of our Columbia River Treaty
electricity. It has simply become a
cash cow for them. They also ignore
BC Hydro’s study that shows how
100% of our electricity needs can be
met by conservation measures alone
until 2027 without even touching the
Columbia River Treaty electricity.
We are already awash in electricity
if we are smart.
Unfortunately, the Clean Energy

Act promotes projects like Glacier/
Howser (damming the first creeks up
from the Duncan Dam!) providing
summer electricity which we don’t
need.
Adding insult to injury, the BC
Liberals take self-sufficiency to
ridiculous heights with their new
legislation. Electricity that we could
use, the Columbia River Treaty
electricity, will be illegal to use
by 2016. The Clean Energy Act
stipulates that we “must achieve
electricity self-sufficiency … solely
from electricity generating facilities
within the province.” As the final
generation of Columbia River Treaty
electricity from our storage dams
takes place in Washington State,
this electricity is somehow not good
enough for the BC Liberals.
Furthermore, with this legislation
we may not be able to repatriate this
electricity ever again. In any future
re-negotiation of the Columbia River
Treaty how do we negotiate for
the use of this electricity when our
government has made it illegal to
use in BC?
Both the greenest and most
economical options for any future
shortages of electricity in BC are
the use of Columbia River Treaty
electricity and the implementation of
an effective conservation program.
Instead of greening BC, the Clean
Energy Act is most certainly about the
damming of BC.
Gary Diers
Argenta

Putting out the
fires everywhere
or shutting off
the fuel source?

June 1st–I don’t know what to say.
I don’t know to whom either.
The very humane attack on the Gaza
Flotilla. The very humane allowance
of letting Earth’s water fill up with
BP’s oil and worst yet, the even more
toxic dispersant. A new 9/11 for the
world. Humane I say because this is
exactly where our very humaneness is
at nowadays.
I hear outraged calls all over the
internet news:
“Leader of the Islamic Revolution
Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei says
the United States, Britain and France
must be held accountable for an Israeli
attack on a Gaza-bound aid convoy”;
“NATO urges Israel to free activists”;
Finland’s “disappointment and concern
over the increased spiral of violence in
the volatile area”; “Hamas has urged
the leaders of the US and Russia to take
action against Israel over its attack on a
Gaza-bound aid convoy”; “UN Assistant
Secretary General for Political Affairs
Oscar Fernandez-Taranco has called on
Israel to end its ‘unacceptable’ blockade
of the Gaza Strip”; Turkey: “Punish
Israel for attack.”
Australian Prime Minister Kevin
Rudd on Tuesday strongly rebuked the
deadly Israeli raid, and called for an
“immediate, independent inquiry” into
the incident, urging the findings from the
probe must then be passed to the United
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Nations Security Council.
The Indonesian government also
slammed the Israeli attack and urged the
United Nations to conduct a probe into
the fatal raid.
Secretary of Iran’s Supreme National
Security Council Saeed further stressed
that Israel must pay the price for the
aggression and said, “lifting blockade on
the Gaza Strip is the least they can pay.”
The Qatari minister also pointed
out that he would meet Iranian officials
in Tehran to discuss some practical
measures in an attempt to end the Gaza
Strip blockade.
The European Union has also
called for an inquiry into the attack and
urged Israel to allow the free flow of
humanitarian aid to the Gaza Strip.
The Africa Union commission
“firmly condemns this unjustifiable
and deliberate act and demands an
investigation be conducted to establish
who is responsible.”
So let’s put a stop to such attacks?
Let’s put a stop to such attacks? I ask.
(Expletive) how about putting a stop
to this economic and spiritual funding
of military aggression altogether. For
(expletive again) sake! Let’s stop a
country and its senseless attack on
flotillas. But not the belief that allows for
this to happen. But not the humankind
belief that humanity has no other means
to defend itself other than with weapons
and war? Argh!
It all makes me want to stay home
and not ever pitch in my energies to such
beliefs and people. Energies that get the
people/mind power and currencies to
uphold such manifestations of corruption
and debilitating our simple and enjoyable
life on earth!
Geez is there something in
there? Staying at home tending to my
community’s food, shelter and well being.
No futile and ironic demonstrations to
the slave masters themselves, no little
riots opposed by dehumanizing and
brutal military weapons. Uhmm isn’t
that a thought. Maybe I’m waking up to
something grander than everyday fears...
In the meantime I apologize, as a
fellow human, for not contributing a
more tangible solution to all this nonsense.
Marc Heroux
Nakusp

Freeman responds
to Bill Wells

There are many inaccuracies in
your rambling Valley Voice letter of
June 2 (Resolution passed at KDCFS
restrictive) that need to be corrected, but
first let’s talk about democracy. That’s
when the majority of people vote for
what they want, even if you disagree
with them. It’s how our country works
and many soldiers paid dearly for the
right for all of us to vote freely. No one
at the meeting was forced to vote for any
specific resolution. The people made up
their own minds.
The members told the Board of
Directors of the Kaslo Community
Forest that they are tired of having their
forest harvested every year and getting
nothing back. They are the owners of
the wood and it will take more than 75
years before another harvestable forest

grows again. The $3/m3 dividend for all
wood cut is a small amount and should
leave plenty of extra money for all other
endeavors if our forest and finances are
managed properly. When you consider
a forest manager is paid $7.68/m3 just to
manage the wood, $3/m3 for the owners
($100 per logging truck) seems pretty
reasonable don’t you think?
You state only two of the resolutions
suggested mechanisms for disbursement
of the money. This is not true. All three
did. You state that the dividend “weakens
long-term planning.” After spending
$50,000 on long-term planning, the
planning report determined that we
should alter our silviculture planting
to incorporate more drought resistant
species to better cope with global
warming. I fail to see why the people’s
dividend changes any of that or weakens
our future.
You state that the disbursement
of the funds will now dominate board
meetings. The funds are disbursed once
a year. There are twelve regular board
meetings per year and numerous other
committee meetings each month. Don’t
you suppose that a committee will be set
up each year to deal with this one item,
out of the hundreds of other items that are
dealt with on an annual basis.
You state the dividend will
“significantly reduce the society’s
ability to do anything else but get the
wood out!” First of all, we don’t just get
the wood out. The government dictates
how much wood we must cut (25,000
m3/yr). Many of us would like to cut
less; however, we are mandated by law
to cut this wood or the government will
get someone else to cut it. This is where
the business side comes in. If you don’t
manage your required cut in a fiscally
responsible manner, you will have no
profit to return to the community and
you will have simply harvested large
areas of forest for nothing. In the opening
statement of the KDCFS constitution it
states “The purpose of the Society is
to promote the greatest benefit to the
community from forestry initiatives.”
The Kaslo and District Community
Forest Society AGM was well attended
by a complete cross-section of our
community. 60% rejected the resolutions
which gave them nothing or next to
nothing and 60% voted to receive a
dividend every year. That much-needed
dividend will go towards our child and
youth programs, our small groups and
organizations, our social structure and
our community’s infrastructure. What a
wonderful legacy that will be.
You have made your opinion and
your lack of consideration for the wishes
of 60% of Kaslo’s people apparent. Too
bad you didn’t look up democracy in
the dictionary before you made your
statements a matter of public record.
I will be spending one more year on
the board of directors so I guess you were
wrong about that as well.
Bruce Freeman
Kaslo

Expect
Cyclists
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Used oil recycling promoters visit the Slocan Valley
by Dan Spring
On June 11, the BC Used Oil
Management Association’s student
representatives arrived at Slocan Park
Service to promote oil recycling. They
chose Slocan Park Service on Highway
6 because the facility includes an oil
recycling depot, where people can drop
off used motor oil, oil containers and
filters. There are 500 such facilities
across BC, thanks to a government
initiative to recollect the black gunk
and prevent it from contaminating the
environment. There is no charge when

you drop off your oil, as the government
includes the collection fee as part of the
price when you buy your oil.
Student representatives Katya Kirsh
and Michelle Haaf hope to travel to
480 of BC’s 500 used-oil collection
depots over the summer to fulfill the
co-op employment component of
their studies in communications and
marketing at Simon Fraser University
and the University of British Columbia,
respectively. To help promote oil
pollution prevention, Kirsh and Haaf’s
ride was provided by Volkswagen, who

Team of the week

gave them a new Jetta, named 2009
green car of the year.
“We will be taking the car to
collection facilities,” said Kirsh, “but
we will also be attending government
meetings with municipal officials to
make sure they are aware of the program
and that it is working for them. Also,
we are attending events like Kelowna’s
car show and the Vancouver Landfill’s
open house.”
Why is their message so important?
“One drop of oil can contaminate
one million drops of water,” said Haaf,
“so it’s essential to recycle.”
According to figures on the BC Used
Oil Management Association’s website,
73% of BC’s used oil makes it to used-oil
collection depots. But that still leaves
18 million litres, in this province alone,
which are not re-collected every year.
While much of the uncollected oil is
burnt or reused, the association estimates
that a half million litres are sprayed on
roads and weeds, 100,000 litres are
dumped “at midnight” in the ocean

by fishing and pleasure boats, and 2.5
million litres are dumped in landfills by
backyard and do-it-yourself mechanics.
To put the numbers into perspective,
the amount of used oil dropped into the
ground or water in BC amounts to about
one Exxon Valdez spill every 13 years.

submitted
• A 35-year-old Nakusp man has
been missing since June 9, when he fell
off the Kuskanax bridge into the river.
Nakusp RCMP report that the
Nakusp resident drove onto the bridge
and got out of his vehicle. While looking
over the edge, he lost his balance and fell
into the fast-moving Kuskanax River.
Nakusp Search and Rescue was
deployed, and a helicopter from Kelowna
flew over the area. Further searches were
conducted on June 10 and 11 with a
police dog. On June 12, a helicopter
and dive team attended. The dive team
utilized underwater cameras in attempts
to locate the individual. None of these

efforts met with success, and the man
was still missing as of June 14.
• A 59-year-old man from Kaslo had
to be rescued by helicopter from Mt.
Brennan near Retallack on Saturday,
June 12. He was skiing when a section
of snow gave way and pushed him into
some large rocks. As a result of the
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With the British Petroleum disaster
on everyone’s minds, now is an
opportune time to do what we can to
prevent oil spillage at home.
For more information, or to find a
used-oil collection depot near you, visit
www.usedoilrecycling.com.

Katya Kirsh and Michelle Haaf came to Slocan Park Service last Friday on
their summer tour of oil recycling depots in the province.

Nakusp man missing after falling into Kuskanax; Kaslo man rescued

TEAM OF THE WEEK - Representating the Bantam Level of play in
Slocan Valley Soccer. KOOTENAY FURNACE is coached by Dan
Swearingin and plays out of Winlaw. FRONT ROW (left to right) Kozmo Sammartino, Elias Swearingin, and Okoyo Waller. REAR
ROW - Andrew Grueninger, India Ireland, Alondra Burton, Hannah Abbey, Shanti Khalsa and Brandon Soukeroff. The League is hosted by
Slocan Valley recreation with around 150 children playing this season.

Slocan Valley Co-op
Genelle Division
Bulk Fuels • Heating Fuels
250-226-7433

injuries he suffered, he was unable to
make his way off the mountain. Other
members of his group placed a call
for assistance. Members of the Kaslo
and Nelson Search and Rescue teams
attended. The man was transported to
hospital where he was treated for minor
injuries.

14-year-old Gareth Douglas of Fauquier has made the Snowboard Provincial
Development Team. Gareth has been boarding since he was seven years old. He
competed on the Nakusp Secondary School snowboard team, and is looking forward to
the new training and racing opportunities that membership on the provincial development
team will provide. Here, he is at the provincial development team clinic at Big White.

Burtonites going crazy, transforming the village

submitted
You have to come down to Burton
and see what has been happening!
Spring run-off has contaminated the
water causing the whole population
to slip into a wonderful madness. The
residents have no choice but to work
their tails off to prevent the community
from a slow and painful decline, resulting
in significant volunteering and an
incredible transformation of the village.
It started with a spring cleanup of McCormack Park and the ball
field, and continued with an incredible
transformation of the Burton Community
Hall. And now, Burtonites are throwing a
huge Father’s day weekend celebration
called Beach Daze.
Beach Daze on June 19 and 20 will
feature an array of family activities. On
Saturday, there will be family relay races,

including the Nakusp Fire Department
‘family’; dunk tank fun with Miss
Caribou Creek; bocce and horseshoes;
and a BBQ dinner and beer gardens.
Sunday is Family Fishing Day and a
rock’ em sock ’em beach volleyball
tourney.
The artisans and farmers of the
valley are setting up a market and will be
out in force all weekend. The concession
stand will be offering the best burgers in
the valley.
Sunshine is pretty much guaranteed,
but the Beach Daze supper and beer
gardens will relocate to the newly
refurbished hall should liquid sunshine
grace the event.
Come out for the fun but be careful
– Burtonites may recruit you to another
one of their crazy projects, and calluses
will be a direct result.
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Metal artist Kate Tupper to exhibit at Studio Connexion in Nakusp
by Art Joyce
It’s not every day one thinks
of welding as fine art, but with the
right training and technique, Kate
Tupper has achieved that synthesis
of the practical and creative. A
new exhibition of her work entitled
Blossom and Jetsam will be on
display at Studio Connexion in
Nakusp from June 18 to July 4.

The opening reception will be held
Friday, June 18 from 5 to 8 pm.
The theme was chosen as
a way of combining masculine
and feminine forms. The three
dimensional aspect of her work
makes great use of texture and
combinations of unusual forms. For
colour she relies on the natural tones
and rust of the materials, sometimes

by Art Joyce
For those seeking a quiet day
out on the lake, either on their
own or with the Nakusp Paddling
Club, there is now a detailed map
available. The map, completed
with the help of a grant from the
Columbia Basin Trust, makes it
possible to take a guided tour along
the Arrow Lakes, with all sites of
interest noted.
The map is broken down into
sections, including Blanket Creek to
Cape Horn, Cape Horn to Caribou
Point, Caribou Point to Bowman,
and Bowman to Castlegar. The
maps were created by Kyle Kusch
of Nakusp, who scanned the entire
lake system with GPS. Areas of
cultural significance, swimming
beaches, campsites, boat launches,
safe havens and even waterfalls are
all noted. Local services in Arrow
Lakes communities such as medical
clinics, dining, and pay phones
are also charted. There’s a useful
introductory section that provides
average lake levels, typical weather
throughout the year, ferry schedules,
wildlife and fishing information,
and a brief history of the lakes.
“I did actually go out and
reference every single point on those
maps,” says Kusch. “Obviously
living here you know a fair amount
but I had to go out and gather
information. It’s the only way to be

sure it’s accurate.”
Users of the map can download
it from the Nakusp area Chamber
of Commerce website. Kusch says
the advantage of this is that paddlers
can simply print out the portion they
need for the trip they have planned.
“It’s more welcoming that way for
visitors, than if you have to pay five
bucks, ten bucks for a map.”
Kusch has a Master of
Arts in Natural Resource and
Environmental Sciences from
UNBC, what he says is “a fancy way
of saying geography.” He began as
a cartographer and then moved into
social geography, studying small
town migration patterns. “It was a
way for me to take my small town
background and merge it with my
camping hobby.”
He says the paddling map is a
good reminder for people who live
here but may have overlooked the
“amazing playground we have right
in our backyard.” Kusch says the
paddling club is mostly comprised of
people his parents’ age staying active
and getting out into the environment,
something he finds impressive. The
club owns a 10-person Clipper canoe
and a two-person canoe.
For more information
on the paddling club go to
nakusppaddlingclub.blogspot.com
or to download the map go to www.
nakusparrowlakes.com.

Nakusp Paddling Club completes
Arrow Lakes paddling map

BURTON
WOODWORKS

– NOW SERVING THE WEST KOOTENAYS –
SELLING, INSTALLING & SERVICING
WINDOWS – VINYL, ALUM CLAD & WOOD
DOORS – INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
METAL, FIBREGLASS & WOOD
OVERHEAD DOORS & OPERATORS
			
30 YEARS EXPERIENCE
SERVICE ORIENTED
CONTACT
DON TILDEN
@ 250-265-3799
Phone for spring specials
on returned windows and doors.
Reminder: the HST will affect the cost of all energy efficient
building products and all renovations by 7% as of July 1st. According to the new HST all insulations, energy efficient windows
and doors & labour that were PST exempt will no longer be
exempt and will be charged the full HST.

adding a clear coat to accentuate the
colours. Usually she works with steel
but for this show she has used cloth
and ‘Kootenay beads,’ hard clay
balls that are found along the banks
of the lake.
“For me it all comes to form. You
can look at a form and see sadness,
or joy, or desperation or whatever
if it’s executed properly. You can
see it in the patinas on the metal. It
comes down to the shapes that you’re
making and the story you’re telling.”
Blossom and Jetsam is a kind
of ‘preview’ or taste of a larger
exhibition, Full Metal Basket, she
is preparing for Oxygen Art Centre
in Nelson. These steel sculptures
contemplate the journey of mothering
and society’s rejection of a child with
a mental illness. Many of the pieces
in Blossom and Jetsam are smaller
scale versions of what will appear
in that show.
Tupper’s interest in metal as a
creative medium dates back to high
school art classes. Upon leaving
school she trained in welding at
Selkirk College, then worked at
Crescent Bay Construction in
Nakusp, where she received valuable
training in fabrication from veteran
metalworker Len Gustafson. She
cites Nelson sculptor Ian Johnson
as a major inspiration and mentor
who helped guide her toward her
creative goals.
Tupper has been weaving with
metal using old steel strapping to
create a more organic feeling to the

artwork. It requires careful planning,
since steel is so expensive, and to
ensure the welds are placed in such
a way as to be both esthetically and
structurally sound.
“I probably have 40 more ideas
for every one that I do. With the
materials I have in the shop and the
ideas I couldn’t not build something.”
Tupper began exhibiting her
work in 2008 in Nakusp, then at
Nelson’s Craft Connection gallery,
and Kaslo’s Langham gallery in

2009. She was commissioned by
the Village of Nakusp to create a
hockey sculpture that will eventually
adorn the arena. Another one of her
works, Logger’s Prayer Wheel, was
purchased by the Kaslo Hotel and
mounted on the front of the building.
Studio Connexion is located
at 203 Fifth Ave. NW, Nakusp,
open Thursday and Friday 3-5 pm,
Saturday and Sunday 12-4 pm. For
more information, contact 250-2658888.

VILLAGE OF
NAKUSP

		

2010 PERMISSIVE TAX
EXEMPTION APPLICATIONS
The Community Charter allows Village Council to exempt certain
properties from taxation.
		
Council has adopted Policy No. F9 which requires an annual
application from any organization seeking an exemption from
property taxes. The deadline for receiving applications for the
2011 taxation year is June 30, 2010.
For more information and Application Forms please contact Don
Willems at the Village Office, 91-1st Street NW, (250) 265-3689
or dwillems@nakusp.com
				
				

Don Willems		
Treasurer

VILLAGE OF
NAKUSP
NOTICE OF ANNUAL REPORT

WOOD PRESERVERS LTD.

BUYERS OF CEDAR
& PINE POLES
Mike Casey cell 344-8477
Offering planning, management
and sales for Woodlot Licences
and Private Land Owners.

In accordance with Section 98 of the Community Charter, the
Village of Nakusp will be presenting its Annual Report at the
Regular Council Meeting of June 22, 2010 at 6:30 p.m. in
Council Chambers (91 1st Street NW).
The Report details Council’s achievements for last year, and
what is proposed for this year and for 2011. Other information
will include reports from each department.

P.O. Box 4,
Brisco, B.C. V0A 1B0

Copies will be made available to the public, and your comments
are welcome.

Phone (250) 346-3315
Fax (250) 346-3218

For further information, please contact the undersigned at
250-265-3689.

TOLL FREE 1-866-346-3315

				

Bob Lafleur, CAO
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Nakusp council, June 8: Mayor Hamling soothes Music Fest concerns
by Art Joyce
• Mayor Hamling pulled from the
agenda the item on the true costs to
the Village of the music festival; it
will be referred to committee. Once
accurate information is gathered,
the committee can make a decision,
she said. “Historically we haven’t
charged for these costs; if we have
to do it with one then we have to do
it with all of them. We need to be
fair and treat everybody equitably.
We have to remember these events
bring business into town, and I’d like
to apologize to the music society for
any grief that has been caused and
try to maintain the good working

relationship we’ve had with them
to date.”
• Mayor Hamling reported on
her attendance at the Federation of
Canadian Municipalities (FCM) in
Toronto. She noted that municipalities
across Canada are all facing the
problem of aging infrastructure.
Typically infrastructure projects are
funded one-third each by all three
levels of government but smaller
communities have smaller tax bases
to draw upon, making it harder to
put up the required one-third. “It’s
more important than ever that we
get a fairer share of funding because
we can’t afford to do what they’re

Business for Sale
Successful Variety Store
Owned & Operated for 22 years
Owners wish to retire
Price firm – $25,000 + stock
For more information:
(250) 265-3444 (w) or (250) 265-4133 (h)
e-mail: t265@telus.net

requiring of us,” said the mayor.
She said this is also true of the new
climate change requirements for
municipalities. The FCM resolution
for a guaranteed income supplement
passed unanimously.
• The mayor reported that
with Dr. Gorenson leaving and Dr.
Kelland wanting to retire in the
fall, Nakusp is “looking at a crisis
situation with physicians in this
community.” Mayor Hamling met
with Doctors Lea and Connelly and
said council will be asked to help
with recruiting replacement doctors.
• The supervisor of the
Emergency Services building will
organize a site tour for council once
the roof trusses are up.
• Councillor Mueller reported
that the Nakusp Paddling Club has
completed its new padding map for
the Arrow Lakes. She also noted that
a study will be done to determine
what type of webcam is needed for
the airport.
• Councillor Leitch, in his
agenda item ‘committees and council
representation,’ said he wants council
to examine “whether they’re part of
our mandate, and whether we need
to attend every one.” Given the
sheer number of community groups
and committees he wondered if
individuals could be appointed as
liaisons to council. Mayor Hamling
said she wants to get council together
over the summer months to discuss
the issue. “If we’re not going to be
attending meetings unless we’re
needed we need to let people know.”
• In the grant update it was
reported that the application to the
Southern Interior Development
Initiatives Trust (SIDIT) for $42,233
has been accepted for further

Nakusp Veterinary Clinic
Celebrates 20 Years!
OPEN HOUSE TODAY!
EVERYONE WELCOME
Wednesday, June 16th, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Clinic Tours, Displays, Door Prizes
We Thank You For Two Decades of Support!

NAKUSP
VETERINARY CLINIC
350 Alexander Road • 250-265-4442

consideration.
• A request from Wendyle Jones
of Happy Face Recycling bottle
depot to hold a flea market from May
to October was considered. Jones has
also been renting space to individuals
selling used cars, something not
allowed for in the zoning or the
original permit for a mini-storage
business. Council has no objections
to the flea market provided it is kept
behind the screened fence, although
Councillor Heppner doesn’t want to
see broken-down vehicles on the site.
Council referred the development

permit to staff for amendment.
• The Farmer’s Market request to
open July 1, August long weekend,
and during the music festival was
granted. CAO Lafleur said in
speaking with the organizers they
wanted to know if they could avoid
having to re-apply annually for
permission to use the site. Council
was concerned that with the new
Western Pacific Marine building,
the market will eventually conflict
with parking and may have to move.
Council will invite organizers to
offer a proposal for a new location.

by Jan McMurray
Nakusp could find itself with
only one doctor in the fall, which
would likely shut down the emergency
department at the hospital.
“I don’t think people realize how
serious the situation is. The emergency
room may have to close, and there may
be patients without a physician,” said
Dr. Norm Lea.
Of the four doctors currently
serving the community, Dr. Lea is the
one who plans to stay. The other three
have legitimate reasons for leaving.
Dr. Goranson is moving June 15 to be
closer to his family; Dr. Connelly has
indicated his intention to leave when
his contract expires; and Dr. Kelland
is planning to retire in the fall, after
more than 30 years practising in the
community.
“These people have provided
incredible coverage and dedication
over the years,” said Lea. “And I can’t
do it alone.”
Lea is calling on the community
to step in and help with recruitment
efforts. “Where the recruitment has
been primarily taken on by Dr. Kelland
and myself, those recruiting efforts
are going to have to come from the
community, whether that comes
from Village council or concerned
community members,” he said. “My
primary interest is the health care of
the community, but I can’t be the sole
person to organize it.”
Lea pointed out that other towns
have had to rally and do the recruiting,
as well.
He reported that recruitment efforts
have been well underway for some
time, and in earnest since last fall –
without much success.
When asked why it is so difficult to
find doctors for our rural communities,
Lea explained that rural doctors not
only have their regular practice and
responsibility to patients in the acute
care and extended care beds in the
hospital, but they also take shifts in the
emergency department. Conversely, in
the city, a family doctor finishes at the
end of the day, and emergency shifts
are taken by designated emergency
physicians.
“There is a misconception in the
public’s eyes that lots of doctors should
be willing to work in the small towns
here, but the dedication required and
the workload tends to keep people
away. Our call schedules are difficult
and onerous – there is not a lot of free
time. It’s a big commitment,” he said.

Lea said efforts should focus on
trying to recruit enough physicians so
that it’s palatable for those physicians
to be here. “Realistically, we need six
or seven physicians,” he said. Four is
the most he has seen in his 22 years
in Nakusp.
“If we get down to two physicians
and we’re unable to cover 24/7
emergency shifts, we’ll have to go
on diversion or close the emergency
department,” said Lea. ‘Diversion’
means patients and ambulances must
go to another facility, such as New
Denver’s. He said the ambulance was
adequately staffed at the moment, “but
that could change at any time.”
Dr. Lea said it looks like Dr.
Goranson’s patients will not have a
physician for the time being. “We’re
trying to get locums to cover his
practice, but it’s not going to be
seamless,” he said.
Diane Gagnon of the IHA reported
that efforts to recruit physicians to
Nakusp include advertising on Health
Match BC, a web-based recruitment
tool, sending memos regarding the need
for locum or permanent coverage, and
contacting physicians in the Kootenay
Boundary and those who have worked
in Nakusp before. She said funding
had been secured until March 31, 2011
under the rural locum program for
communities in crisis. This funding
helps bring in locums – physicians
who come in on a short-term basis to
cover services.
“If we get to the point where there
are gaps in the emergency department,
we will have a contingency plan in
place – we will know where the patients
are going to go,” said Gagnon. She
also said that a communication plan is
in place, so the ambulance service and
other stakeholders will know of the
contingency plans.

Nakusp faces serious
shortage of doctors

Kaslo Artwalk starts early
at Landmark Bakery

submitted
Local artist Jennifer Halliday will
begin showcasing her original acrylic
paintings at the Landmark Bakery from
June 14 through August 31. Landmark
Bakery is situated at 416 Front Street,
Kaslo.
Jennifer Halliday’s paintings consist
of portraits, landscapes and still life. If
you appreciate the style of art but would
like a more personal piece, consider
having a painting commissioned. The
display will be changing through the
summer, so visit often.
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Lucerne School students promote eating locally
submitted by Carolynne Carruthers,
Socials 9/10 class, Lucerne School
Earlier this spring, the socials
9/10 class in Lucerne school were
given the assignment to do an action
project. They finally decided that
the issue they were most passionate
about was healthy eating, and more

so, the disturbing and expanding
beef industry.
After organizing themselves and
planning how they could make a
difference, the students took action.
They discovered that the best way
to make a difference was to promote
eating locally grown food.

A portion of the group took the
initiative to apply for grants so they
could plant fruit trees in the school
garden. The other students began
researching the beef industry. They
found that factory-grown beef are not
only abused, given growth hormones
and sub-therapeutic antibiotics, but

New Denver Girl Guides spent June 6 pulling knapweed, mullein, daisies, St. Johnswort and burdock from along
the old rail bed and around the guide camp, as part of the Communities Pulling Together program sponsored by the
Central Kootenay Invasive Plant Committee. The committee gave the guides T-shirts and information cards, plus a
$350 honorarium. The money will go towards camping supplies to use at the Slocan Lake Guide Camp this summer.

Winlaw poet William Brown launches new book
submitted
Winlaw’s William Brown
launches his new book Chasing
Rainbows with a humourous and
weirdly brilliant performance. The
book launch and performance will
be at Moonmonster’s Secret Cave,
located in downtown Winlaw at
5686 Highway 6 on Friday, June 25
at 4 pm. Wine and cheese will be
provided.
Many know him through his
spoken word at Nelson’s Poetry
Slam, through his collage work, and
through last year’s William Brown
Show that toured the West Kootenay.
Chasing Rainbows is a novella about
a young man who literally chases
rainbows to find what’s on the other
side, as a means of chasing his
own dreams. With a knack for the
bizarre and a hint of dark humour,
combined with friendly antics,
Brown’s performance will be an
entertaining one, enough to flip
the sternest of frowns. Everyone is
invited to join in the fun.
Brown is a big fan of the Beat
poets, especially Ginsberg and
Gary Snyder. What resonates with

Brown about the Beats is the ethos
of “not settling for what the system
tells you to do but finding your own
path.” Chasing Rainbows echoes the
influences of Richard Brautigan and

Jack Kerouac. Brown’s other works
are also available at Moonmonster’s.
For more information, visit
www.thecultofwilliambrown.
blogspot.com or call 250-226-7080.

the industry is a contributor to many
global issues such as climate change,
world hunger, forest depletion, and
obesity.
Discovering these facts changed
many students’ minds about eating
beef. “I have been told that the beef
industry is harsh, but this project
has brought the subject into a whole
new light. Now I just don’t feel right
eating commercially grown beef,
and fortunately I don’t need to, there
are local sources of beef accessible
in New Denver that I now insist on
supporting,” says grade 9 student
Marlowe Nicholson.
She is also concerned because the
beef industry is a main contributor
to global warming, and a terribly
inefficient source of food. By the
time a feedlot steer is ready for
slaughter, it has consumed 2,700
pounds of grain. About a gallon
of gasoline is required to produce
a pound of grain-fed beef. Most
disturbing of all, students found that
the beef industry directly accounted
for 18% of total emissions causing
climate change, 5% more than

9
transportation.
What put the Lucerne students
at a loss was the question of why
such a destructive industry had so
much support. Grade 10 student and
Miss New Denver, Sadye Butler,
explained, “People eat factory
produced beef out of habit. It could
even be thought of as a part of
our culture. Because of rapidly
expanding fast food industries,
commercially grown beef has
become quick, easy, and tasty.”
Students at Lucerne have
concluded that this disgusting source
of beef can be avoided easily, the
effects of commercial farming can
be reduced, and local businesses
can benefit. What we can do is buy
locally grown beef. Eating locally
ensures that the beef you are eating
contains no growth hormones. Also,
it insures that the cattle you are
eating are not being abused or given
sub-therapeutic antibiotics. Though
it may cost more to buy local beef
than factory grown, it also helps the
community, the environment, and
your personal health.

Land Act:
Notice of Intention to Apply for a
Disposition of Crown Land
FrontCounter BC Cranbrook has accepted an application made by Riley
McIntosh of Nelson, BC, on behalf of the Integrated Land Management Bureau (ILMB), Kootenay Region, for a license of Occupation for the purpose
of mountain biking situated on Provincial Crown Land in the West Kootenay
area and containing various kilometers of roads/trails more or less.

The ILMB File Number that has been established for this application is
4405048. Written comments concerning this application should be directed
to the Natural Resource Officer at FrontCounter BC, 1902 Theatre Road,
Crankbrook B.C., V1C 7G1 or email to:
AuthorizingAgency.Cranbrook@gov.bc.ca Comments will be received by
FrontCounter BC until July 9, 2010. FrontCounter BC may not be able to
consider comments received after this date. Please refer to our website http://
www.arfd.gov.bc.ca/ApplicationPosting/index.jsp – Search – Search by File
Number: insert Lands File Number for more information.
Be advised that any response to this advertisement will be considered part of
the public record. For information, contact the FOI Advisor at Integrated Land
Management Bureau regional office.
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New Denver council, June 8: Council rescinds OCP and zoning amendment bylaws
by Michael Dorsey
• Mayor Wright opened the
meeting by welcoming over
75 residents and concerned
citizens, who were interested
in the agenda item regarding
the proposed third reading and
adoption of the OCP and zoning
amendment bylaws that would
accommodate the construction
of seniors housing on the helipad.
Council rescinded both
bylaws, to applause from the
residents.
Councillor Murphy asked
if “we are going to pursue” the
seniors housing project, and
Mayor Wright responded by
saying it was “off the table.”
In response to questions from
residents, Wright commented
that “the project is gone – it was
a one-chance offer, and though
housing is still a priority topic,
BC Housing and IHA are no
longer involved.”
Later, Mayor Wright
answered questions from
councillors and the public
regarding health care and the
helipad. He stated that anything
anyone can do to increase activity
at the hospital would help.
Councillor Bunka commented
that the bath/shower facility for
the elderly could be used more.
In response to concerns
that IHA wants to shut down
the health centre, Wright stated
that IHA has “no plot,” and the

Village needs to work at hospital
activity all the time to help it
continue.
Mayor Wright stated that
maintaining the helipad would
help, but the real issue was
ambulances, doctors, nurses and
service shortages. Councillor
Murphy commented that he
was confident that New Denver
and area residents would be able
to resist future degradation of
health care.
• Councillor Greensword
reported that Regional Hospital
District meetings with Mayor
Wright and Diane Gagnon
were coming up, and a public
announcement on “new
changes” would be issued.
• Council carried a motion
to start the survey regarding relocating the recycling bin from
the environmental reserve area
where it currently sits to the south
side of Slocan Avene.
• Councillor Bunka reported
meeting with John Cathro of
the fuel reduction project,
which aims to reduce the risk of
wildfires close to communities in
the region. They walked through
areas proposed for treatment. She
will report again when ground
inspections are complete.
Bunka also noted that
although the Nikkei Centre did
not receive funding for a summer
student, they will hire staff for
the summer.

• Mayor Wright reported
meeting with the Village of
Montrose and Public Works
Foreman Mike Simpson
regarding electric service
vehicles.
There are smaller multiuse vehicles that recharge at
night, and the service rate of the
batteries is all day. Wright noted
the cost is about $40,000, with
additions including a venting
system when charging batteries,
which the Village has in place.
He commented that Montrose
Public Works feel the vehicles
are not “manly,” and noted
that the Village truck will be
serviceable for two more years,
after which the Village will need
a replacement.
Mike Simpson will follow
up and report to council, as
Montrose will be monitoring the
vehicles for a longer time.
Wright commented that
Montrose has worked out a deal
with Fortis, and when asked if a
similar deal could be established
with BC Hydro, he said the
Village and Hydro had not
talked about it yet. Wright also
commented that Carbon Neutral
guidelines determine funding.
The Village will investigate
electric vehicle options.
• Councillor Murphy
reported that swimming lessons
sponsored by Recreation
Commission 6 will happen, and

Not every great photo gets
published...
See our expanded photo
Galleries on FaceBook
Sign up as a fan of the Valley
Voice, today

New Denver may “piggyback”
with the Slocan instructor.
• A letter from the
campground attendants regarding
campfires on Centennial Park
Beach was discussed. Campers
have apparently moved some fire
rings to the beach, and have left
both the rings and debris behind
on the beach. Council referred
the issue to General Affairs.
Council then approved a
request from the campground
attendants for a feasibility study
by Bob Varaleau regarding
installation of a wireless phone
and router for the attendants, who

would bear the cost. It was noted
that Gail Swanson is on First
Alert, and this service would
benefit everyone.
• Councillor Greensword
reported on attending the
Federation of Canadian
Municipalities conference in
Toronto. She said the main
point of Prime Minister Harper’s
speech was “there is no money.”
The current priority is dealing
with contaminants, particularly
where industries leave small
towns with clean-up after their
businesses are exhausted.
She noted that Hans

Cunningham, RDCK Area G
Director, will be FCM president,
and Women in Canada statistics
show a 30% figure of women
in politics.
• Mayor Wright reported
on RDCK business, stating
that work continues on West
and Central Waste Committees
regarding change in Resource
Recovery (garbage). Also,
RCMP will meet with the RDCK
board about regular policing
guidelines.
• Council moved to cancel
the regular meetings of July 27
and August 24.

by Art Joyce
For months now the intrepid
volunteer board at the Hidden
Garden Gallery has been
fundraising for a public sculpture
project in New Denver and now
the final crunch is on. The gallery
is holding an art auction Saturday,
June 19, 7:30 pm to raise the
final cost of the sculpture. Toru
Fujibayashi, a former internee
in Slocan and internationally
renowned sculptor, is creating
a piece specifically with the
community in mind.
The sculpture, entitled
Deepening Peace, is made from
Vancouver Island marble, a
theme appropriate to its future
setting overlooking beautiful
Slocan Lake. As inspiration for
the theme, Fujibayashi cites
Indian author and mystic Jiddu
Krishnamurti, who said, “To
put an end to outward war, you
must begin to put an end to war
in yourself.” For many, peace is
just an abstract concept, admits
Fujibayashi, given that there
has been so little of it in human
history.
“That possibility lies within
each one of us but along the way
we almost accept it as okay to be
at war, to be aggressive. I thought
if I could put an end to warring
within myself, I could express
peace through the sculpture.”
Fujibayashi, who was
born in 1942, was taken from
Vancouver with his family to
the internment camp in Slocan
when he was still an infant. Yet
he feels fortunate to have been
able to grow up in the Kootenays.
He and his wife Jan have chosen
the simpler lifestyle of a small
acreage outside Nakusp over a
far more lucrative art career in
the city. He attended school in
Slocan, played on local hockey
and baseball teams throughout
the valley, and fondly recalls
working in the projection room
in the Bosun Hall during his
teens. After high school he was
educated at Alberta College of
Art in Calgary and East Texas
State University. “I told my
parents I was going to be a
commercial artist,” he recalls.
But when he saw the sculptures
of Henry Moore, he knew he
wanted to become a sculptor.
Since then Fujibayashi

has taught at Arctic College
in Nunavut, Kootenay School
of Art, and the University of
Victoria, as well as being one
of the designers of the original
fine arts program at Okanagan
College. His sculptures have
been sold to clients in China,
Australia, New Zealand, US,
Canada and elsewhere. Although
his work sells for much more on
the international art market, he
says he felt honoured to be asked
by the gallery board to create
a sculpture for New Denver.
For Fujibayashi it’s a way of
giving back to a community
that has been a part of him since
his earliest years. “It’s just one
small voice for one small town
to say, we can work together
cooperatively,” he says.
Although fundraising has
been going well for the gallery,
a major project grant that would
have funded the majority of
the sculpture’s cost was turned
down. The board has roughly two
weeks to raise the balance and is
counting on the auction to supply
some of that cost. So far the
response to the auction has been
overwhelmingly positive, with
90 pieces of art donated to the
cause. The Village is supporting
the project wholeheartedly,
donating the location at the foot
of main street, as well as staff
time and equipment to build
the foundation for the sculpture.
Council also supported the CBT
Community Initiatives grant for

the gallery. If the funds can’t be
raised for Deepening Peace, a
smaller sculpture by Toru will
be purchased.
“We’re incredibly privileged
to have the opportunity to display
the work of one of Canada’s great
sculptors on our main street,”
says Mayor Gary Wright. “It’s
in large part due to the work of
the Hidden Garden Gallery and
the generosity of Toru himself.”
“If you’re going to have a
well-rounded community then
art is a part of that,” adds veteran
fundraiser Lorna Visser. “We can
be proud of the fact that New
Denver can attract world class art
and help put the community on
the map.” Castlegar is just one of
many cities in North America that
have created sculpture walks or
artwalks, creating a new tourism
draw and helping to turn failing
economies around.
The sculpture project is part
of the Hidden Garden Gallery’s
tenth anniversary celebrations
this year. “We wanted to show
our gratitude to the community
for supporting us for a decade
now,” says board member Anne
Champagne. “By their donations
and support at events over the
years it shows people want this
little gallery.”
The unveiling of the
sculpture is set for July 18.
Anyone wishing to support the
project with a donation can
contact Anne Champagne at
250-358-2666.

Hidden Garden Gallery sculpture project nearing finish

The Hidden Garden Gallery is raising funds to purchase this
sculpture by Toru Fujibayashi.
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Slocan City Logger Sports Show revs up excitement
submitted
The air snaps with excitement as
the lumber Jacks and Jills rev their
chainsaws in preparation for the
elimination rounds that will decide if
they get to compete with the best in

the afternoon show. After filling up on
a lumberjack breakfast provided by
the local Legion, the competitors will
harness their energy and focus on the
day’s events at the July 3 Slocan City
Logger Sports Show.

The crowd catches the wave of
excitement. Cheers and whoops are
heard as two loggers, muscles gleaming
in the hot sun, race up an 80-foot spar
pole, touch the top and fly down to meet
the crash mat. The first one to make it

by Anne Champagne
The Kootenays have a new food
co-op. New Denver’s Jeff and Ana
Pilsner have set up Everything Under
the Sun (www.everythingunderthesun.
ca) to connect food producers with
consumers who are unable to get to
markets because they’re too busy or have
impaired mobility.
“Our service is about putting fresh
food, lovingly grown by passionate
people, into the hands of consumers who
want to support our local Kootenay food
producers. Our biggest advantage is time
and cost savings for both the consumer
and the supplier.”
Food suppliers register on the
website, then list how much they have
to offer each week. Consumers place and
pay for their orders online, then pick up
their groceries once a week or have them
delivered for a small fee.
By minimizing overhead and

shipping costs (no storefront, one
vehicle) and cutting out all but one
middleman, the co-op will be able to
buy food at a good price. Rather than
undercut local food sellers, however,
they will give those profits back to
growers and sell food at prices on par
with those charged by local stores.
This should free up growers to spend
more time producing food and less time
marketing, perhaps even allowing them
to quit the second job many have to have.
The plan is to support any local
producer who offers good quality
food, be it fresh, canned, dried, baked
or otherwise processed. Jeff and Ana
recognize that the certification process
for organic food is too onerous for some
growers who may nonetheless produce
toxin-free food, and so will trade in food
that isn’t certified organic.
According to Jeff, “running this
venture as a producer cooperative

means that instead of competing with
each other, the producers work more as
a team.” The vision is to draw together
like-minded people to make the dream of
a self-sustaining community real.
Jeff and Ana have plenty of ideas
about where the co-op could go. Their
first choice is to support local growers
and food producers but they may decide
to branch out to other communities,
which would open new markets for
local producers. They hope that more
locally produced food products will be
developed by Kootenay residents and
want to provide a networking service to
that end. They’d like to help the fruittree project and community greenhouse
market their wares, and hope to set up
a food bank.
Contact Jeff and Ana at comments_
questions@everythingunderthesun.ca,
250-358-2645, Box 43, New Denver,
BC V0G 1S0.

submitted
It’s a bird, it’s a plane…its ViSTA!
Students will find their inner superhero
at this year’s Valhalla School of Theatre
Arts (ViSTA), a week-long summer
drama program offered to children ages
8-13. Once again, there will be two
program locations and dates: Silverton,
July 12-17; and Nakusp, July 19-24.
This year’s theme is superheroes.
Superheroes abound through the ages,
from ancient mythology to the present,
Achilles to Lara Croft. The instructors
are looking forward to having the
students choose and develop their own
superheroes to create stories full of
meetings, conspiracies and conflicts.
Students will work on voice, movement,
improvisation and theatre games in
developing a final performance to share

with families and friends on Saturday
evening at 7 pm.
Mat Maitlandt, our veteran drama
instructor, will return to the beautiful
Slocan Valley for a fourth summer
and work with all the talented and
creative kids at ViSTA. Maitlandt
loves teaching children and has been
working professionally in children’s
theatre for numerous years. He will be
joined by local performer and instructor,
Christine Nolan. Nolan is well known in
Nakusp as a teacher, singer, actor, play
director, ukulele player and vocal coach.
Christina directed the Bravo! Summer
Musical Theatre Camp in 2009, and is a
highly visible member of the theatrical
community. Jim Dugan, professor
emeritus, returns as Artistic Director
for ViSTA.

submitted
The Slocan Valley Royal Canadian
Legion wishes to thank the folks of
the Slocan Valley for supporting its
fundraisers and the members and friends
who have helped at the fundraising
events. In celebration of Legion Week
June 20 to 26, everyone is invited to a
barbecue at the Slocan Beach gazebo on
Sunday, June 20, starting at 6:30 pm. If
raining, the event will move to the Slocan
Legion Hall.
Thanks to community support and
a direct access grant, the Slocan Valley
Legion was able to donate a total of

$9,810 to 16 different organizations,
most of them local, between June 2009
and May 2010. The Slocan Valley
Legion also buys and gives Christmas
gifts to residents at the New Denver
Pavilion each year, and the Legion
hall in Slocan is donated for the use of
funerals and benefits. Fundraising events
held include Fall Faire Food Booth,
Halloween Dance, Christmas Craft
Fair, Turkey Bingo, New Year’s Eve
Dance, Valentine Pancake Breakfast,
St. Paddy’s Casino Night, Easter Ham
Bingo, Texas Hold ’em, Mother’s Day
Pancake Breakfast, Meat Raffle.

After a successful inaugural
year, ViSTA returns to Nakusp. The
ViSTA program in Nakusp is located
at the Nakusp Elementary School and
Bonnington Theatre. The ViSTA program
in Silverton will be held at the Silverton
Memorial Hall. See the superheroes
in action and attend the students’ final
performance at the Silverton Memorial
Hall on Saturday, July 17 at 7 pm and
in Nakusp at the Bonnington Theatre
on Saturday, July 24 at 7 pm. The
ViSTA course fee is $175. Sign up early
and support your local program this
summer. Registration deadline is July
5. To download a registration form,
or for more information: visit www.
valhallafinearts.org/vista. ViSTA is a
presentation of the Valhalla Fine Arts
Society. Watch for more exciting quality
programs for children and adults this
summer, such as the twelfth annual
Valhalla Summer School of Music from
August 8-13. For more information go
to www.valhallafinearts.org.

by Jan McMurray
New Denver was without reliable
ADSL internet service for a couple
of days last week due to the failure
of a piece of equipment.
Shawn Hall, Telus spokesperson,
said the company started hearing
from customers on the morning of
Monday, June 7. “Customers were
losing the service. They would log
on and after a few minutes would get
kicked off,” he said.
A technician came up to

review the situation, “but it was a
challenge to diagnose because it was
intermittent,” said Hall. “We had
someone working on it from Monday
morning, but didn’t get it back up
and running until early Wednesday
morning.”
Hall said they tracked the
problem down to some equipment
in the switch, so the service was
taken offline at 1 am on Wednesday
morning, the equipment was replaced,
and the service was back up at 5 am.

New Kootenay food co-op starts up in New Denver

Valhalla School of Theatre Arts set to take off

Slocan Valley Legion to host community barbecue

New Denver’s ADSL internet service down

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN
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back to the bottom wins. Log birling, but with a battle of the sexes tug o’ war
axe throwing, double and single buck over the birling pond just before the day’s
are some of the other events that make champions are announced. The losers
up this action packed day. Gary Burns, take a dip in the icy cold water. Don’t
organizer and designer of the logger think the men win each year either, the
sports grounds says the show is great fun ladies have been known to pull the big
and entertainment for the whole family. boys in the pond on occasion.
The waft of barbeque floats
Competitors, men, women and youth,
from all over Canada, USA, Australia, on the breeze from the concession
and New Zealand come to the event to stand, tempting even those who aren’t
demonstrate their skills and vie for the necessarily hungry. The Bavarian
Garden provides shelter from the sun
number one position.
“It’s like that all day long,” says and an opportunity to slake the heartiest
Burns. “One exciting event after another thirst. Really, who can resist: competitive
thrills the crowd and keeps the action excitement, comraderie shared over a
rolling throughout the day. It’s always a burger and a drink, and a chance to get
away for the day or weekend and enjoy
crowd pleaser.”
Burns was one of the group that got the great outdoors.
“When it has been really hot,” says
the first sanctioned show going 30 years
ago. The event demonstrates past and Burns, “People have been known to take
present day logging practices. It allows a quick trip down to the Village beach
spectators to share in the lives of the men on Slocan Lake to cool off,” noting with
and women who work hard in one of the a sly grin that the birling pond is for
most dangerous occupations – to harvest competitors only.
The Logger’s Show is one of the
trees which are used in so many products
biggest events held in Slocan. Any
integral to our daily life.
It isn’t all just competition either. money raised from this show goes into
The jovial spirit also rides through the community projects and to maintain the
day as a surprise comedy act in the high quality of the following year’s show.
middle of the show brings laughter and It is run by numerous volunteers who
release from the tense competitive air. pull together to produce a memorable
This is followed up by the ever popular show year after year. Admission is free.
For more information contact Sandy
auctioning off of a logging truck load
of firewood. It doesn’t end there either, Smith at 250-355-0042.
William Brown’s Flipping Frowns
at Moonmonster’s Secret Cave!
Book Launch and Performance at 4 pm!
Wine and Cheese and Goodies to Please!
PLUS 15% off All Secondhand from 11 am - 6 pm!
FRIDAY JUNE 25th • 5686 Hwy 6 Winlaw

Hidden Garden Gallery’s Silent Art Auction

to support the purchase of sculpture by Toru Fujibayashi
Sunday, June 13 – 10 am - 3 pm
Bring your donated art to the Gallery
Tuesday – Saturday, June 15 - 19 – 10 am - 3 pm
Visit the eclectic show and place your bids
Saturday, June 19 – 7:30 pm
Party and place final bids at 8:30

210 Granby Drive,
Edgewood $239,000

Immaculate one owner
home on ½ acre level lot. 3
bedrooms, 1 ½ baths, fully
finished basement. Newer
roof, 200 amp service, garage & workshop. 1 block to school &
short walk to store & lake.

Call Darline Scott to view		

MLS# K192254

604 Dority Road,
Edgewood $165,000

Riverfront property only minutes from Arrow Lake. Very
private 4.09 acres on the edge
of town. Electricity on the
property & older mobile. Priced to sell, but needs clean-up.

Call Darline Scott to view		

MLS# 10007171

N.Needles Road, Edgewood $225,000                

.77 of an acre with semi-lake front. Hydro owns foreshore, you get
to use it. Access off hwy 6 before ferry. Golf course just across the
lake. Bring your boat, lawnchair & camping supplies

Call Darline Scott to view		

MLS# 9209828

Darline Scott Realty • Lumby, BC
250-547-9266
www.remax-lumby-bc.ca
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Mt. Sentinel Graduation Valedictory Address

by Rachel Throop, Skye Spears and
Haylee Negreiff
Change. Growth. Experience.
These are all words that have at
some point applied to us in the past
six years. We’ve learned to always
be prepared, and to always expect the
unexpected in high school. While our
surroundings have been constantly
changing, so have we – sometimes
struggling to keep up. But here we are
now, finally finished this long journey.
For the most part, I’ve enjoyed
the differences of growing older and
becoming more mature have made.
Sometimes it’s very difficult. But we
always have to remember how much
we’ve truly learned in the past few years,
not necessarily about school, but about
ourselves and others.
This may seem kind of random, but
could anyone spare some change? All
I need is a little bit of change. I’m not
talking about the coins you find in your
pocket kind of change, I’m talking about
the change that we find on this very
planet. These changes happen every
second of our lives, yet do we ever notice
them? We only notice them when they
affect us, like when the door is slammed
on our fingers, or we want some ichiban

Congratulations
to the Class of 2010

Slocan Valley
Co-op
Best wishes to the
2010 Graduating
Class of Mt. Sentinel
Secondary School!

coffee • lunch • supper • dessert

noodles, and one major thing that we all
notice that is changing now is, well, all
of us are graduating.
Joel Barker once wrote: “Vision
without action is merely a dream. Action
without vision just passes the time.
But vision with action can change the
world.” Your future is being shaped from
the choices you make right now. You’re
the beholder of the change you’d like to
see. It’s as simple as – you get what you
give. You can blame bad luck or bad
timing and fight against it, or you can
learn to accept it or believe fate has its
way, and grow from it. That choice is
yours, and in the end the change is you.
We are all entirely different people
than we were six years ago. Imagine
what 10 more years could do to us.
Yeah, could you imagine our tenyear reunion?
[Unfortunately, we had to edit out
the Valedictorians’ predictions about
each of their classmates due to space
constraints.]
Surprisingly enough almost
everyone showed up to the reunion,
which is quite contradicting our attitudes
towards school this year. If I could use
one word to describe the habits of our
class it would have to be apathetic. The
largest show up to a grad meeting we
had was about 30 people out of almost
70. But we all know that throughout
the years all of us are going to change
and become more responsible, except
for Rachel, she can’t get anymore
responsible. Realistically, this is
probably not the way we’re going to
end up.
The other day when I was golfing
with Barack Obama, like every casual
Sunday I do, I asked him “What do
you think I have to bring up in the

even through the years as you change,
you still remain yourself.
Grads of 2010, don’t be afraid to
stumble or fall, because the best way

we learn are from the mistakes we make
ourselves. We hope that you stay true
to who you believe you are and follow
whatever dreams you desire.

Rachel Throop, Haylee Negreiff and Skye Spears were this year’s Mt.
Sentinel valedictorians.

Congratulations
2010
Graduates!
It is the mark of an
educated mind to be able
to entertain a thought
without accepting it.
– Aristotle

Congratulations
to Class of 2010

valedictorian speech?” and he paused
and thought for a moment, then finally
replied: “Bring up something that you
think is well worth reflecting on.”
And I thought well what could
possibly need to be reflected on, that
had something to do with all of us. It
couldn’t be the grad bake sale because
almost no one showed up. It can’t be that
we were all in Brent Kennedy, because
many of us weren’t. With the trip to
Haiti, it affected only 17 of us. But then
I thought again, Haiti didn’t only affect
us kids who were down there, it affected
the whole grad class, let alone the
community. Our best friends, family and
siblings could have been swept away
in literally an instant. But they weren’t.
Even though not everyone was down
there, everyone played a significant role.
And I would like to thank our whole
grad class, the staff, everyone sitting in
front of us, and the community for being
such a strong help towards Haiti.
We want to thank everyone that
helped us along the way. Not to mention
the hours of work some dedicated grads
and parents put in to make this happen.
Teachers, parents, friends, siblings and
many more have made this journey
possible. We just wanted to show that
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Evergreen
Natural
Foods
250-359-7323 • Hwy 6 • Crescent Valley

joins with the community in wishing the
graduates of Mt. Sentinel Secondary School every
success as they plan the next goals for their lives!
Slocan Valley Branch • 3014 Hwy 6 • Slocan Park
www.heritagecu.ca • 250-226-7212

Graduate Margaux Tappin is presented with the Kootenay Slocan Lions Award by John Zarikoff.

Winlaw
Mini-Mart

Congratulations
Class of 2010
on your
success!

Wishes the graduates every
success in the future!

Congratulations
to the
Class of 2010!
South Slocan

Four Seasons
Greenhouse & Nursery
Congratulations Mt. Sentinel
Graduates

2010
Growers of the finest tomatoes,
cucumbers, Bedding plants &
Nursery Stock in the Kootenays
5531 Slocan River Road • Winlaw, BC
Telephone: 250-226-7254

Always be a first-rate
version of yourself, instead
of a second-rate version of
somebody else.
– Judy Garland

Leo’s Repair
Shop
250-226-7471

You can’t live a perfect day
without doing something for
someone who will never be able
to repay you.
– John Wooden
Best wishes to
the Class of 2010

Hlookoff Bulldozing
& Excavating

250-359-7460

June 16, 2010
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Mt. Sentinel Secondary School graduation ceremonies 2010
by Jan McMurray
Graduation ceremonies for Mt.
Sentinel Secondary School’s Class of
2010 were held June 11.
In their opening remarks, teachers
Shellie Maloff and Ken Wiens shared
the four important lessons they had
learned from this group of kids over the
years: lighten up; when the going gets
tough, the tough go to the pond for a
nature walk; homework is for sissies;
what happens in Silverwood stays in
Silverwood.
Trustee Barb Lindsay encouraged
the graduates to continue learning
throughout their lives. Andy Leathwood,
former Mt. Sentinel principal and
current Director of Student Learning
for the school district, told the students
he had missed them this year. He
asked them to think about their time
at Mt. Sentinel over the next couple of
days, as the school is “a place where
relationships and people mean just as
much as courses and content.”
Principal Glen Campbell opened
his remarks by saying he was giving his
first address to graduates as principal of
the school, and this would be the last
time the students would have to listen
to a principal. “If I had seen what was
coming this year, I may have turned
down the job, but that would have been
a mistake,” he said. Referring to the
Haiti ordeal, he said it is often through
the greatest challenges that we get our
greatest learning and greatest rewards.
“Never be afraid to make a mistake
and take a shot,” he said. “Mistakenly,
we are told to believe that being right
is more important than asking and
exploring what is right.” Quoting
Einstein, he said, “It’s a miracle that the
curious survive formal education.”
He encouraged the grads to continue
to grow, to go where there is no path and
lead a trail. “You can always count on
the strength of your community when
it matters most. The disaster in Haiti
reminds us all of the strength and spirit
of our community.”
Guest speakers, teachers Heather
Shippit and Sasha Kalabis, told a
hilarious and memorable story from
the Book of Fairy Tales (read by
Shippit) and the Book of Reality (read
by Kalabis). “Each child turned five
and received a magical gift,” said
Shippit. “Your parents enrolled you
in Kindergarten,” interjected Kalabis.
“And there, you learned many magical
words,” continued Shippit. “Show up,
shut up and listen up,” said Kalabis. The
story continued until Shippit ended with
“And all the princes and princesses lived
happily ever after” and Kalabis saying,
“In actuality, we don’t know how it will
work out.”
Kalabis told the students they were
about to leave the safety of their homes
and embark on the journey of creating
their own stories and their own personal
realities. “You can choose to focus on the
harshness of the realities or choose to
wake up, fight the dragon and celebrate
your existence.” Shippit advised the
students to find their passion, work hard
to get there, be truthful and to know
themselves.
The valedictorian address was
delivered by Rachel Throop, Skye
Spears and Haylee Negreiff. Weins
introduced them not by name but
by personality trait – “laid back,”

“overachiever” and “high maintenance.”
Awards and scholarships were
presented, as follows.
Kasia Adamin: Dogwood District/
Authority Award
Aaron Barabonoff: Canadian
Doukhobor Society Bursary, Columbia
Basin Trust Award, Columbia Power
Corporation, Dogwood District/
Authority Award, Mt. Sentinel PAC
Bursary, Mt. Sentinel Student Council
Award, Mt. Sentinel Yearbook
Bursary, Nelson Dist. Teachers Assoc.
Scholarship, Rotary Club of Nelson
Cody Beauregard: Slocan Valley
Co-op Assoc. Bursary
Aubray Bell: Columbia Basin Trust
Award, Ernie Gare Scholarship, Mt.
Sentinel Student Council Award, Rotary
Club of Nelson, Selkirk College Board
of Governors, Slocan Valley Co-op
Assoc. Bursary
Bryden Chernoff: Destination
Imagination Award, Masonic Lodge
Award, Mt. Sentinel Student Council
Award, Selkirk College Board of
Governors (Sec. Grad Award)
Sarah Fominoff: Kootenay
Savings Credit Union Bursary
Melinda Good: Crescent Valley
Fire Dept, Kootenay Assoc. for Science
& Technology Award, Selkirk College
Board of Governors
Zak Grant-Reid: Slocan Valley
Co-op. Assoc. Bursary

Cole Gray: Slocan Valley Co-op.
Assoc. Bursary
Kyle Halliday: Univ. of British
Columbia-Okanagan Entrance
Scholarship
Drayton Halverson: Aboriginal
Heritage Scholarship
Katelyn Jmayoff: CUPE Local
748 Award
Javan Johnson: Nelson and
District Teacher Member Award, Selkirk
College Board of Governors (Athletics
Scholarship and R. W. Waters Memorial
Music Scholarship)
Benjamin Knapik: Ernie Gare
Scholarship, Fortis BC, Nelson and
District Teacher Member Award, Nelson
Regional Sports Council Scholarship,
St. Joseph’s School Bursary, University
of Waterloo President’s Scholarship
Lindsay Kooznetsoff: Dogwood
District/Authority Award, Heritage
Credit Union Award, Mt Sentinel
Administrators Award, Pulp, Paper &
Woodworkers Union of Canada
Sarah-Jane Lack: Masonic Lodge
Award
Haeleigh Martin: Slocan Valley
Co-op. Assoc. Bursary
Darrin Moreira: Dogwood
District/Authority Award, Ernie Gare
Scholarship, Mt Sentinel Student
Council Award, Nelson and District
Teacher Member Award, RHC Insurance
Brokers Scholarship

Graduate Loni Kanigan during the Candle and Rose Ceremony.

Andy Leathwood presents Doug Rilkoff with his diploma.

Blake Ouellet: Royal Canadian
Legion, Slocan Valley Co-op Assoc.
Bursary, University of British ColumbiaOkanagan Entrance Scholarship
Kyle Paulson: Mt. Sentinel PAC
Bursary
Kyler Perepolkin: Georgia Ethel
McKeown Award, Kootenay Savings
Community Champs Bursary, Selkirk
College Board of Governors
Taran Rathbone: Royal Canadian
Air Cadet Scholarship
Kimberly Rilkoff: Mt. Sentinel
Yearbook Bursary
Ace Sherstobitoff: Katrine Conroy
MLA Trades Bursary, Nelson and
District Credit Union
Margaux Tappin: Coca Cola
Bottlers Association, Kootenay Lake
Principals/VPs Award, Kootenay Slocan
Lions Award, Slocan Valley Women’s
Institute
Rachel Throop: Dogwood
District/Authority Award, Georgia

Ethel McKeown Award, Mt Sentinel
PAC Bursary, Phil Malekow Peace
Award, Tom Forkin Award (IBEW
Union), Universtiy of British ColumbiaOkanagan Entrance Scholarship,
Yellowhead Road and Bridge Award
Katie Wayling: Ernie Gare
Scholarship, Palm Beach Community
College Full Athletic Scholarship
Colton Wheaton: Selkirk College
Board of Governors
The true meaning of life is to
plant trees, under whose shade
you do not expect to sit.
– Nelson Henderson

Best Wishes to
the Mt. Sentinel
Graduating Class
of 2010!

Wishing the
Mt. Sentinel
Grad Class of
2010 every
success!

HAY
Maintenance
Slocan Park

Best wishes to the
Class of 2010!

Slocan
Valley
Planer
Mills & Lumber

250-226-7343

250-304-0003
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Front Row, L to R: Chelsea Beck, Ashlee Wong, Ashley Kosiancic, Margaux Tappin, Rachel Throop, Katie Wayling, Nicole Amos, Kim Rilkoff, Kaelyn Carroll, Ashley Yaworski, Katelin Fehr, Sage
Fouquette. Second Row, L to R: Jodie Biggs, Gina Griffiths, Keely Niminiken, Kasia Adamin, Brooklyn Malakoff, Gina Acquatella, Aubray Bell, Lindsay Kooznetsoff, Katelyn Jmayoff, Loni Kanigan,
Haylee Negreiff, Haeleigh Martin, Sarah Fominoff, Ayla Harris. Middle Row, L to R: Kyler Perepolkin, Elijah Leister, Joel Kabatoff, Drayton Halverson, Blake Ouellet, Owen Spears, Ben Knapik, Javan
Johnson, Kyle Halliday, Taran Rathbone, Chris Laramee, Aaron Barabonoff, Bryden Chernoff, Ryan Ricalton, Cam Fraser, Darrin Moreira, Emilio Rodrigues. Fourth Row, L to R: Cody Garnier, Ethan
Bissett, Zak Grant-Reid, Colton Balan, Derrick McCluskie, Craig Veregin, Ace Sherstobitoff, Kyle Paulson, Skye Spears, Kirk Muller, David Perepolkin, Cordell Thielker. Back Row, L to R: Colton
Wheaton, Mike Millard, Doug Rilkoff, Jon Couture, Cole Gray, Trent Ozeroff, Cody Beauregard, Eric Bojey.

Congratulations to
the Mt. Sentinel
graduating class of
2010. May your
future endeavours
take you places!
Mountain Valley Station
355-2245
Be who you are and say
what you feel, because
those who mind don’t
matter and those who
matter don’t mind.
– Dr. Seuss

Karibu Park
Cottages and
Campground
Shoot for the moon. Even if
you miss, you’ll land among
the stars. – Les Brown

Winlaw, BC
250-226-7306

A wise man
will make more
opportunities than
he finds.
– Francis Bacon

Canadian Power
Machines
250-359-6990

Make the most of
yourself, for that is
all there is of you.
– Emerson

Don’t be afraid to take a big
step if one is indicated; you
can’t cross a chasm in two small
jumps.
– David Lloyd George
Best of Luck,
graduates!

Brikcon Masonry

Dell Transport
250-304-2290

Kootrac

Joins with the rest of the
community in
wishing the 2010
graduating class
of Mt. Sentinel
School every
success.

Best Wishes to
the Grads of
2010

Bills Heavy
Duty Enterprises
(2004) Ltd

250-359-7713

Maple Leaf
Store
359-7996

250- 359-7500

Wishing the
graduates of
Mt. Sentinel
every
possible
success!

Congratulations
to the 2010
Graduating Class
of Mount Sentinel
Secondary School

Palmer
Computer
Services
Phone: 355-2235

- Repairs
- Upgrades
- Consulting
Microsoft Certified
Systems Engineer

ken@palmercomputerservices.com

The roots of
education are bitter,
but the fruit is sweet.
– Aristotle

Good luck in your
future endeavours!
Legendary Meats

Mt. Sentinel
Graduates are
a cut above
the rest!
Phone: 226-7803
2826 Hwy 6 • Slocan Park

Celebrate graduation
responsibly!
Jim &
Patty
at the
Winlaw
Brew-Op

Slocan Auto &
Truck Repairs

BEST
WISHES!
Mt. Sentinel
Graduates from

24 hour towing
BCAA, Slocan, BC
355-2632

Congratulations
to the 2010
Grads
from
Barry &
Judy at
“Do not go where the path
may lead; go instead where
there is no path and leave
a trail.”
– Emerson

You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself in any
direction you choose.
You’re on your own.
And you know what you know.
You are the guy who’ll decide
where to go.
– Dr. Seuss

Arica Gardens
Youngs Road, Winlaw, BC

250-226-7688

Congratulations
to the Grads
of 2010!
From Ken & Diane
at

p&r archery
& Sport

5146 Pedro Ck. Rd. Winlaw
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Back row boys, L to R: Andrew Glada, Brandon Olson, Ross Zeleznik, Mike Wanstall, Taylor Reitmeier, Jerry Antosh, Shea Hobson; Middle row boys, L to R: Kevin Aeichele, Esper Espersen, Connor
McKee, Mitchell Detta, Nathan Wiebe, Sam Switzer, Wesley Larrimore, Sam Burgin; Middle row girls, L to R: Ann Uttamathani, Laura Matchett, Danielle Hascarl, Jillian Koftinoff, Solve Jorgenson,
Celeste Romanuck, Katelynn Hill; Front row girls, L to R: Jennifer Scott, Lorraine McCready, Nadine Douglas, Caitlin Marcolli, Kristin Likness, Janell Currie, Robin Sones, Toni Jensen.

Congratulations to the
Nakusp Secondary
graduating class from

Best wishes to the
Class of 2010

Spiritwood Cards
Baubles & Tunes
Congratulations and Best
Wishes to the Class of 2010

Best Wishes
to the Nakusp
Secondary
Class of 2010

Nakusp
Hotsprings
Cedar Chalets
250-265-4505

Shaggyz
Hair Care

Tracy and staff would
like to congratulate
the 2010 Graduates.
Best Wishes!
92 Broadway

Congratulations to
the Graduating
Class of 2010
from
Selkirk
Realty
Nakusp

Nakusp

Global Gift
Discoveries

Inspiring Arts
& Crafts

New paintings by Nadine Stephan
Come in and check out our new spring stock!

3 1 8 B ro a d w a y S t .

Nakusp, BC

265-3288

Best wishes
to the Nakusp
Secondary
School’s
Graduating
Class of 2010

Congratulations

Congratulations
to all the Grads from

Best Wishes to
the 2010 Grads
from

Dr.Daniels & Dr. Zackowski
Optometrists
250-265-3415
Toll free: 1-800-665-3219

Broadway Street
Nakusp

To all the
2010 Graduates
Best Wishes for
a happy &
successful future!

Best in the Future and
Congratulations!
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Nakusp Secondary’s Class of 2010 celebrated at graduation ceremony
by Jan McMurray
The Nakusp Secondary School
graduation ceremony took place June 12.
In her address, Principal Susan
Paterson said the grads would receive
many words of advice at this time of
their lives, as it is a rite of passage for
them. “You have reached a milestone,”
she said. The night before at the banquet,
many of the grads had expressed feeling
some fear about life after grad. Paterson
said she was confident that they were
well prepared.
Board of Education Chair Pattie
Adam said, “One cannot help but feel
humbled and overwhelmed by what
may lie ahead. After all, it is unknown
territory.” She told the grads that some
choices they make will seem to be of
little consequence, but may have a ripple
effect. “Embrace your choices and enjoy
your journey,” she said.
Superintendent Walter Posnikoff
thanked school staff and students’
families for their role in the graduates’
success. “You are moving into the future
that will require your continued hard
work, creativity and perseverance. You
are ready, able and prepared for your
future,” he said.
Mayor Hamling gave each grad
a domino and explained to them how
dominoes signify life. First, the two
sides of the domino signify that there
are always at least two sides to every
issue. Second, each domino is different.
“Everyone you meet is not the same as
you, so take that into consideration when
making friendships and going through
life.” Finally, she said the decisions the
grads make could have a domino effect,
“so think of both sides of the issue, and
see if you can make a decision without
a domino effect – or if it has a domino
effect, make sure it’s a good one.”
Andrea Clark introduced the

Congrats to the
2010 Grads
consider a
career in forestry

graduates. She first teased them by
characterizing them as a class that “has
always been known for their eclectic
and eccentric ways. A firm and distinct
mind of his or her own – multiply that
by 30 and you can begin to realize what
we had to deal with in classes.” On a
more serious note, Clark said this group
was very tolerant and accepting, with a
mature outlook on life that would serve
them well.
Each grad had chosen a quote or
saying to be read while being introduced.
Some of them were: “High school is a
lot like toilet paper. You only miss it
when it’s gone.” “So much to do, so little
people to do it for me.” “Don’t count the
days – make the days count.” “Logic will
take you from A to B, but imagination
will take you everywhere.”
Scholarships and busaries were
awarded, as follows:
Arrow Lakes Arts Council
- Katelynn Hill; Kootenay Savings
Credit Union - Anna Uttamathani;
Royal Canadian Legion Branch 20
- Katelynn Hill, Connor McKee,
Caitlin Marcolli, Ross Zeleznik, Ashlee
Coates Hedderson; Legion Ladies
Auxiliary - Ashlee Coates Hedderson;
Royal Canadian Legion Branch 203
(Edgewood) - Bernice Rutski, Solve
Jorgenson. Trustee Mission Statement
Award - Jillian Koftinoff; Arrow Lakes
Hospital Foundation Scholarship - Taylor
Reitmeier; Nakusp & District Chamber
of Commerce - Caitlin Marcolli
(Business), Janell Currie (Tourism);
Hospital Employees Union Bursary
- Kristin Likness; Hospital Auxiliary
Bursary - Taylor Reitmeier; Selkirk
College Board of Governors Secondary
Graduate Awards - Shea Hobson, Caitlin
Marcolli, Jillian Koftinoff, Janell Currie;
Real Estate Foundation of BC Entrance
Award – Ross Zeleznik; Joe Lee Bursary

(CUPE Local 2450) - Taylor Reitmeier;
Goat Mountain School Bursary - Shea
Hobson; Canadian Mountain Holidays
- Ross Zeleznik; Graduation Essay
Award - Kristin Likness; Columbia
Basin Trust - Taylor Reitmeier; West
Kootenay Toy Run - Esper Esperson;
Kootenay Association for Science
Technology - Robin Sones; Arrow
Lakes Tugboat Society - Laura Matchett;
Arrow Lakes Teachers’ Association Robin Sones, Sam Switzer; Rotary Club
of Nakusp - Jillian Koftinoff; Katrine
Conroy MLA Bursary – Toni Jensen;
Overwaitea - Kevin Aeichele; Robyn
Pazurik Memorial - Nathan Wiebe;
Renewable Resources Award - Ross
Zeleznik; Soup du Jar Award - Laura

Matchett; Music Festival Award - Shea
Hobson, Jennifer Scott; Columbia Power
Scholarship - Nathan Wiebe; Yellowhead
Road and Bridge - Danielle Hascarl; Ron
Aldridge Citizenship - Taylor Reitmeier;
Reunion ’80 - Caitlin Marcolli; Class
of ’94 - Taylor Reitmeier; Class of
’95 (Sports Bursary) - Nathan Weibe;
Class of ’97 - Solve Jorgenson; Class
of 2000 - Nathan Wiebe; Class of 2001
- Ross Zeleznik; Class of 2003 - Caitlin
Marcolli; Class of 2006 - Janell Currie;
Skills and Trades Bursary - Kevin
Aeichele, Mitchell Detta, Sam Burgin;
Jason Ambrock Memorial - Caitlin
Marcolli; Joan Fowler Memorial Connor McKee; Sarah Jackins Memorial
- Solve Jorgenson; Trinity McQuair

Memorial - Taylor Reitmeier, Sam
Switzer; Arrow Lakes Historical
Society (Harry Murphy Memorial) Jillian Koftinoff; Debbie Samuelson
Memorial - Kristin Likness; Sarah
Stykel Memorial - Jennifer Scott; Erling
Johnson Memorial - Jillian Koftinoff;
Vera Johnson Memorial - Toni Jensen;
Janice Buerge Memorial - Lorraine
McCready, Nathan Wiebe; Donna Wong
Memorial - Danielle Hascarl; Garth
Haggart Memorial - Jennifer Scott; Clark
Kessler Memorial - Wesley Larrimore;
Logging Bursary - Danielle Hascarl;
Needles Reunion - Nadine Douglas;
Nakusp Scholarship Society - Nadine
Douglas, Celeste Romanuck, Janell
Currie, Sam Switzer.

Graduate Robin Sones receives a $500 Arrow Lakes Teachers’ Association scholarship from ALTA President Pat Dion.

Congratulations
to the
graduates of
Nakusp
Secondary
School
2010
Broadway Street
Nakusp
250-265-0060

Congratulations
to the Class of 2010

Best
Wishes to the
Class of 2010
NAKUSP GLASS

1st Avenue
Nakusp, BC
Congratulations
from

201 Broadway
265-3252

The clear choice for
all your glass needs!
Graduate Taylor Reitmeier receives a $2,000 scholarship from the Columbia Basin Trust from Lynda Lafleur.

Best Wishes to the
Class
of 2010!

2010

Follow your dreams!

The

Broadway St. Nakusp

Paddyshack

Hwy 6 South • Nakusp

Congratulations
to the Nakusp
Secondary
School
Class of 2010!

Nakusp Redi-Mix

serving the Kootenays since 1973
DAVID WEATHERHEAD
Box 83, 848 Hwy 6, Nakusp
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Nakusp Secondary School Graduation Valedictorian Address
by Sam Switzer and Lorraine
McCready
In the words of Benjamin
Disraeli, “Be amusing: never tell
unkind stories; above all, never tell
long ones.” We decided that these
were good words to live by, so this
speech will be quick, I promise.
First of all, let me say what an
honour it has been to be chosen by
our classmates to be valedictorians
– I know it’s because we are the
smartest and the best dressed out of
you all. I know as valedictorians we
are supposed to say something about
the future, so let me start with…
Doom…having to do your own
laundry, cook your own meals...
these are the things we all fear
will happen someday but never
really think about until that day
arrives – graduation day. We are all
moving out of NSS to continue on
with bigger and better things and
while we are out in the world, we
will be stuck doing everything for
ourselves.

But, besides these slight
discomforts we are all, hopefully,
moving onto a brighter future.
This is all due to our amazing
teachers and parents who have
always supported us and taught
us everything that is necessary to
survive out in the big world away
from Nakusp Secondary. We would
really like to thank everyone who
helped us get to where we are today.
All of the teachers from elementary
school who taught us how to read
and write, to our high school
teachers who have been attempting
to prepare us for this day over the
last few years. You have all greatly
impacted our lives and have given
us the skills we need to succeed in
life. Although I think that the most
beneficial part of our schooling was
going on those awesome camping
trips with Mr. Johnson. Man those
were fun.
All the parents have also helped
us immensely. I’m sure you had fun
supervising us on all the field trips

we have gone on as well as forcing
us to go to school in the morning
when all we wanted to do was sleep.
Without you I don’t think anyone
would have actually gone to school
– well I definitely wouldn’t have.
This journey though high school
all started back in grade 8. We
were all stoked to be in a new
school; it felt like another step up
in the world. In elementary school
it was hard to look past recess and
the monkey bars. We didn’t have
decisions to make or anything to
worry about. But as soon as we
hit high school, this all changed.
Our minds started to be filled with
thoughts of the future, what life had
to offer, and there were now lots
of decisions to be made. Growing
up just happens, there is no way
to explain it. Although, there are
plenty of perks that come with
growing up. You’re legal to drive,
you can pick your own bedtime and
this is the only time in our lives
where we get to use the excuse “it’s
because I’m a teenager”.
As we all go our separate ways
and start our own adventures, let’s
not forget the ones we have had

Congratulations
graduates of 2010!
Best Wishes from
Warren and
the staff at

NAKUSP

AUTO PARTS
Sam Switzer and Lorraine McCready were Nakusp Secondary’s Class of
2010 valedictorians.

Congratulations
and Best
Wishes to
the Class
of 2010

Best of luck to the
Nakusp Secondary
Class of 2010!

over high school, like all the trips
to the ski hill, soccer tournaments
and dances, the yummy soup for
one dollar Tuesdays. Or how about
all the activity days like crazy hair
day, twin day, favourite T shirt day,
as well as pajama day, although if
you are Sam, every day is pajama
day. Let’s not forget a very tragic
event that occurred in grade 9, the
day the Pizza Place across the road
from NSS burned down. Suddenly,
our main food supply was gone. We
recovered and found different things
to do over lunch time other than
stuffing our faces with delicious
pizza. There have been so many
great times, and we’re sure that
you all have some memorable ones
yourselves.
Coming from a small town,
knowing your all your schoolmates’
names has made this high school
experience that much more special.
I have individually seen everyone’s
talents and attributes. We have
amazing musicians, outstanding
athletes, junior Einsteins and some
who are passionate about everything
they do. There is no doubt that every
one of you is destined for great things

IN NAKUSP

WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRATULATE
THE
GRADUATING
CLASS OF 2010!
Best of luck in your
Future Endeavours!

Congratulations to
the Class of 2010
“You’ll like us for more
than our tires”
6th Ave. NW Nakusp

Broadway Deli
Bistro

408 Broadway, Nakusp

Broadway St. Nakusp

Congratulations
to the
Class of 2010

CONSTRUCTION

FOUNDATIONS • FRAMING
ROOFING • RENOVATIONS

Experienced Professionals

IGLOO BUILDING
SUPPLIES
88 - 3rd Ave NW
NAKUSP

H. & L. MANCIA CONSTRUCTION •
PO BOX 97 • NAKUSP, BC • V0G 1R0 •
PHONE: 250-265-4525

“You’re a cut
above all the rest”

to the Class of 2010
The sky is not the limit, reach
for the stars!
250-265-4577

Cut Rite
Meats
212
Broadway
NAKUSP

Good Luck to all the
grads of 2010!
Best wishes from Dr. Norm Lea,
Dr. Diana Kelland & Staff at

Saddle Mountain
Medical Clinic
Nakusp
Best Wishes to the
2010 Grads from
Dr. DeSandoli and
staff at
SADDLE
MOUNTAIN
DENTAL CLINIC
84 Broadway

Nakusp

– this goes without saying. Great
things don’t come with a size, as long
as you’re doing what’s important to
you, and following your own dreams
– that’s something to be proud of.
The future, a time period
commonly understood to contain
all events that have yet to occur. It
is the opposite of the past, and is the
time after the present. So go with a
smile on your face, and don’t sell
yourself short, you have earned all
the world has to offer.
Before we end our speech, we
would like to leave you with the three
sentences not taught in school that
will get you through life. Number
one, “Cover for me.” Number two,
“Oh, good idea, boss.” Number
three, “It was like that when I got
here.” (Homer Simpson).
I’d like to thank you all for
sharing in this incredible milestone,
this 13-year-long accomplishment.
More than you know, you have
all been an important part of this
journey. We hope we have amused
you, our stories were kind and it
wasn’t “that” long of a speech.
Enjoy the rest of your afternoon,
peace out.

NAKUSP

We wish the
graduating class
of 2010 all the best
in their future
endeavours.

Broadway St
Nakusp
Congratulations
to all the
2010 Graduates!
s
N ick’lace
P
93-5th Ave.

Hub
International
Barton
Insurance
Brokers
Wishing the Graduates of Nakusp
Secondary School every success
as they move forward into a new
stage of life
202 Broadway • Nakusp
250-265-3631

Graduates, when you’re out
there changing the world, don’t
forget where you came from...

Galena Contracting
250-265-4100
Nakusp • BC
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RCMP bust drug house in Nakusp

submitted
A police investigation spanning
several months came to an end on
June 3 when members of the Nakusp
and New Denver RCMP detachments
executed a search warrant on a
suspected drug house on the 300
block of 6th Ave NW in Nakusp.
A 33-year-old male resident was
arrested along with five others who
were visiting at the time.
During the search police found
dried marijuana, growing marijuana
plants, 46 pills believed to be
‘Ecstasy’ (MDMA), several grams
of what is believed to be Ketamine,
and possibly some psilocybin
mushrooms. Lab tests will confirm
the substances seized. Along with
the drugs, police also seized digital
weigh scales, packaging materials
and approximately $1,500 in cash.
Police will be recommending

charges against the male who lived
at the residence, including possession
for the purpose of trafficking and
production of marijuana.
Ketamine is a drug used by
veterinarians as an anesthetic. When
consumed it causes one to feel
detached from his or her environment,
relieves pain and causes memory
loss. Ketamine has been used in
similar fashion to the so-called ‘date
rape’ drugs GHBor Rohypnol. These
drugs cause memory loss and are
difficult to detect in the body after
a short period of time. Often those
using Ketamine will dissolve the
drug into their drinks although it can
be ingested orally, injected, smoked
or snorted.
MDMA or Ecstasy is a synthetic
drug with both stimulant and
hallucinogenic qualities, described
by many as the ‘love drug’ because

it creates a euphoric feeling. This
drug is actually very dangerous and
can produce the opposite effect in
the long term. Studies have shown
that MDMA permanently inhibits the
user’s ability to produce serotonin,
resulting in chronic depression
and anxiety. It is most commonly
ingested in pill form but can be
snorted or injected. The pills that are
sold on the street come in a variety
of bright colours and with designs
stamped into them. These designs
vary widely but include brand marks,
cartoon characters, happy faces,
stars, etc. These designs are designed
to make the drug appear fun and
harmless. Ecstasy is particularly
popular amongst youth and young
adults.
Chemically-produced drugs
such as Ecstasy and Ketamine have
become more popular in this area in

206 Broaway St, Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0 • 250-265-2226
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recent times. Police have received
more and more information from
the public about these drugs in our
communities. Police are committed
to using all available resources to
arrest and charge those who deal

drugs.
Anyone with information
pertaining to the sale or production
of illegal drugs is asked to contact
local police or call CrimeStoppers at
1-800-222-TIPS.

submitted
Slocan Valley Recreation will
offer a wide range of programs to
make sure kids have a great time this
summer. From art camp to campouts,
it promises to be a time for kids to
experience valley life at its finest!
The summer begins with a series
of golf lessons at Valley View Golf
Club with a pro from the Castlegar
Golf Club. A CBT grant is helping to
make these affordable.
Rhythmic Gymnastics returns
to Winlaw with Gisele Choiunard
instructing this artistic movement
form.
Skatecamp at the skate park in
Slocan returns the week of July 19. Josh
Evin of Black Russian fame returns
for another outrageous week, along
with BC Action Adventure’s Shandy
Campos. Road trips, barbeques, and
some great prizes!
Another highlight will be swim
lessons – a must for rural living with
young ones – at the Village of Slocan
beach. Lessons run for two weeks
beginning in late July and feature a

great local instructor. Everyone from
tots to teens welcome.
For older kids and teens wanting a
more intense outdoor experience, Leah
Brown will host Valhalla Adventure
week, based out of Slocan in early
August. There will be a hiking day,
mountain bike day, overnight canoe
trip into the Vallhallas, and more.
Every day really will be an adventure.
Art classes in July feature
Tim Farrugia’s ‘Sticks & Stones’
in Crescent Valley, and Shauna
Robertson’s Eco Art Days in the
Vallican area. Nelson potter, Erin
Prospero will host a special claymaking class for kids the week of July
19 at the Slocan Park Hall.
And in case we forget, the annual
Poker Float is happening on Sunday
August 8 and kids and adults are
invited to experience the mighty
Slocan River in all its glory.
Space is limited in most classes,
so if you’re interested in coming
along, contact the Rec Office at 250226-0008 or email slocanvalleyrec@
rdck.bc.ca.

Summer set to bring out the best in kids

FATHERS DAY
SALES ARE
ON –
THE WHOLE WEEK OF
JUNE 14 TO 20TH – 30%
OFF ALL MEN’S CASUAL
AND TECHNICAL
APPAREL
(Except Fox and Billabong)

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR SUMMER
Casual fashion and outdoor gear for the whole family

New Home for Sale!

www.billlander.ca

Skatecamp last summer was a great success, attended by these 18 kids.
Slocan Valley Rec offers another skatecamp this summer, and much more.

New Denver junior golfer going to BC Summer Games
by Leah Main
Fourteen-year-old Brett Mengler,
who has played golf since age 6, has
qualified to play at the BC Summer
Games in Langley next month.
Brett, who learned to play on
New Denver’s Slocan Lake Golf
Course, entered several tournaments
this year through the West Kootenay
Junior Golf program, including
Castlegar, Fruitvale (where he
placed second), Balfour (third),
Granite Point (third) and the Creston
qualifying tournament (open to
players 16 and under who have not
played in the summer games before),
where he placed well enough to win
a spot on the eight-member West
Kootenay zone team. He will be
competing in a field of 64 entrants
from all over the province in the
12-16 age group at the BC Games.
Brett is excited to have played so
well this year and made the team. He
said, “I love golf,” and stated that he
hopes to win a scholarship and study

golf course management. He would
to like to thank the Slocan Lake
Golf Club for the wonderful support
throughout the years.

Brett Mengler will compete in the BC
Summer Games this year.
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Kaslo council, June 8: Saturday Market report presented

by Jan McMurray
• David Stewart spoke about the
Saturday Market, on behalf of the North
Kootenay Lake Arts & Heritage Council
(NKLAHC), which produced a report
about the recent market survey. “We
were surprised about the dissent and
the survey, but it proved to be useful,
so thank you,” he said to council.
Criticisms from the survey included
issues around parking and dogs. Stewart
said market vendors would be asked to
park somewhere other than Front Street.
He also asked the Village to provide a
‘Dogs on leash only’ sign; this request
was approved.
Stewart reported that NKLAHC is
working with the Chamber to address
concerns of downtown retailers, and
is encouraging market vendors to wear
‘vendor’ tags so they are visible when

Real Estate in Kaslo and
North Kootenay Lake
www.century21kaslo.com
kul@century21kaslo.com
250-505-4722
Century21 Mountainview Realty Ltd.

Thank you
Valley Voice

shopping in town.
Councillor Leathwood said that
all the work NKLAHC did to analyze
the survey “really showed business
owners that you are willing to work with
them. Letting them have their say was
important to them.”
Stewart said the Spirit Square
Committee was hoping to have a plan for
Front Street Park in the fall. Mayor Lay
informed Stewart that the park policy
was under review, and Stewart asked to
be involved in the review.
• A letter from the North Kootenay
Lake Arts & Heritage Council requesting
first right of refusal on use of Front
Street Park for the Saturday Market until
2015 was referred to the Development
Services Committee for recommendation
to council.
• A copy of a document
titled “Bassfest 2010 Report and
Recommendations,” addressed to the
organizer of the rave, Darby Peterson,
was received from Renee Ansel,
Environmental Health Officer. Mayor
Lay said he was not opposed to the event,
but wants it regulated. He said there were
three ambulance calls to the site, heavy
drugs, and a lot of garbage left there. He
feels organizers should have to obtain a
Licence of Occupation if they want to

The only newspaper that
tells us what is going on in
the Kaslo area. The only
newspaper that gives us a
chance to say what we think
about it, free of charge, in
Voices from the Valleys.
Paid advertisement by Jane Lynch
in support of the Valley Voice

... in Kaslo
Open Daily
6:30 am to
7:00 pm
Licensed

Located at the Heart of
Front Street • 353-2955
“Best Eggs Benedict Ever”
“Mexican, Salads,
Dinners, Wraps & Stir-Fry

Job Posting:
Outreach
Worker

Advertise in the newspaper that
everybody reads - the Valley Voice
Your locally owned, independent
community newspaper

Call 250-358-7218 for details
Email: valleyvoice@netidea.com

See our new selection of pewter
products from Nova Scotia. Functional, beautiful, and affordable.
Now open every day.

408 Front St, Kaslo • 250-353-2566

North Kootenay Lake Community Services Society is seeking
an Outreach Worker to provide psycho-social rehabilitation for
a male client living with mental illness. The position requires
experience working in a community setting supporting clients
towards independence. Tasks include assisting clients with
organizational tasks, paperwork and form-filling, self advocacy,
recreational activities and occupational readiness. Commitment
to long term outcomes through positive reinforcement and
healthy communication is essential.
A valid driver’s license and first aid certificate are required as
well as willingness to undergo a criminal record check.
• 3 hours per week
• $17/hour + 8.5% in lieu of stat holidays and benefits
• Closing June 18th, 2010
Fax or e-mail resume: office@nklcss.org
Fax: 250-353-7694 Attention: Executive Director
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hold the event on Crown land.
• The construction of a new RCMP
detachment in Kaslo has been approved,
with construction expected to begin no
later than August. Arrangements are
underway for the RCMP to occupy rooms
101, 102, 105 and 105A in the Kemball
Memorial Centre, thereby displacing
the Village office. The Province will
be advised that the Village wishes to
co-locate with the Kaslo Government
Agent for 50% of the total area for $840
per month plus taxes.
• Diana Brooks of the RuralBC
Secretariat sent council draft work plans
for campground expansion and upgrades,
tourism signage, and development of
airport lands. These three projects were
identified as priorities at a recent meeting
with Brooks.
• School District #8 will apply for a
Community Connections grant to create
a playspace/playground for preschoolers
at JV Humphries School. The Village
will provide a letter of support.
• The geotechnical report for the
Water Street project was received
from Golder Associates. Councillor
Frary said the report “seriously limits”
the Water Street plan. It recommends
against structures with foundations
(observation platforms were in the
original plan), against paving at this

time, and discourages the use of the
slope for the trail. He asked that the
Water Street committee, which has been
disbanded, be allowed to meet to discuss
the report. Councillor Hewat pointed
out that the work of that committee had
been moved to Development Services.
Council agreed to refer the Golder report
and Frary’s verbal report to the Public
Works foreman and to the Development
Services Committee.
• The application for UBCM
funding for the wildfire/urban interface
project prescription work was revised,
as UBCM was not prepared to approve
the budget of $1,045.18 per hectare.
John Addison of Progressive Forest
Management writes to UBCM that
“through significant in-kind donation
of hours already contributed, we have
pared down our costs/hectare to $627.10
per hectare.”
• In response to the Village’s letter
of concern about the risk of flooding
posed by log jams in Kaslo River, Dwain
Boyer, Ministry of Environment, toured
the area on May 5. He says there does
not seem to be reason for “an elevated
concern” this year, and mentioned
that the Ministry of Transportation has
2,000-3,000 cubic metres of rock riprap
stockpiled for emergencies.
• A letter with several requests from

the Kaslo Jazz Etc. Society for the festival
weekend was referred to the Public
Works foreman for recommendation to
the Development Services Committee.
• Permission for beer gardens on
the festival weekend was granted to the
Kaslo Jazz Etc. Society.
• Grammas to Grammas be granted
permission to hold a parade on Saturday,
June 12 on Front Street. They will be
provided with a copy of Kaslo’s street
closure policy.
• An email summarizing a regional
conference call with CBT Water Smart
was received. The call identified
significant interest in issuing a multicommunity RFP for leak detection
services. This was referred to 2011
budget deliberations.
• The mayor and CAO were
authorized to sign a lease between the
municipality and the Kaslo Golf Club for
a 10-year term, renewable once, effective
January 2009, for a lease fee in the first
year of $4215.
• The mayor and CAO were
authorized to sign a lease between the
Village and the Kaslo Tennis Club for a
five-year term effective January 2010 for
a lease fee in the first year of the term in
the amount of $126.25.
• Accounts payable of $ 39,871.66
were approved.

submitted
Elizabeth Ross of Kaslo is the
recipient of the 2010 Marion Stephenson
Award for Outstanding Contribution to
Community Care. This was announced
at the annual general meeting of the
Canadian Healthcare Association (CHA)
in Winnipeg on June 6.
Elizabeth Ross grew up in Ottawa
and graduated with a Bachelor of
Science in Nursing from the University
of Toronto in 1971. After working in
Ontario for several years, she moved to
Kaslo in 1975. Since then, Ross has spent
30 years working as a rural community
health nurse with expertise in the areas
of immunization, maternal child health,
communicable disease, community
development and sexual health.
Ross has taught prenatal classes
and sexual health education in schools
for years and worked to establish the
Options for Sexual Health Clinic in
Kaslo in 2003, where she continues
to work as the relief supervisor. She
has participated on many community
committees. She has been chair of
the local perinatal committee since its
inception in 1988 and for the past six
years has practiced as part of a Primary

Health Team. In April 2009 she travelled
to Africa as part of the One Person
Project and has held fundraising events
to assist with the purchase of equipment
for the hospital in Kahama, Tanzania
since her return.
In May 2008, Ross was nominated
by her peers and received the BC
Ministry of Health Outstanding Service
to Nursing in BC Award. She has two
grown children and in her spare time, she
enjoys walking, scrapbooking, reading

and travel.
“Elizabeth Ross’s dedication to the
well-being of her community and to the
people of Tanzania embodies the heart of
this national honour,” said Larry Hogue,
CHA Bboard chair. “CHA is proud
to recognize Elizabeth Ross for their
outstanding contributions to the health
of Canadians.” Since 1949, the Canadian
Healthcare Association has recognized
excellence in health leadership through
its Award for Distinguished Service.

by Jan McMurray
Kaslo RCMP, ambulance, road
rescue, fire department, and first
responders did their annual training
exercise for the benefit of the
community’s graduate students on June
11. “Statistics from the Mothers Against
Drunk Driving website are frightening,”
said Kaslo Fire Chief Larry Badry.
“There are 3.7 to 4.4 impaired crash
fatalities per day in Canada.”
In the staged scenario, a drunk driver
of a sedan hit an SUV, rolling it over. The
SUV driver suffered a traumatic head
injury. The drunk driver was uninjured,
but had two passengers. The passenger
in the front was ejected through the
windshield and died on impact; the
passenger in the rear compartment
suffered head and leg trauma. Emergency
crews practiced auto extrication on the

three patients.
A bus load of 25 students from
the grad class watched the emergency
response play out, with Monica Davie
from the ambulance service providing a
commentary, explaining what was being
done, the reasons why, and the pitfalls of
driving under the influence.
The Katimavik crew participated in
the exercise as actors and helpers – many
thanks to Jessie, Nicole, Cynthia, James,
Luc, Stephanie, Janelle, Blake, and
Sarah. Thanks also to Dan Miles and the
staff at JV Humphries School for their
support. A special thanks to Gail Badry
for providing the ‘moulage’ (make-up
for accident scenes), Brian Surina,
Bryan MacMillan and Orion Cooper
for vehicle set up, and the Yellowhead
Road and Bridge staff for their facility
and equipment.

Kaslo nurse wins national award

Mock drunk driving accident staged for Kaslo grads

Kaslo RCMP, ambulance, road rescue, fire department, and first responders did their
annual training exercise for the benefit of the community’s graduate students on June 11.
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Lardeau Valley meeting provides update on fire investigation and community project
by Jan McMurray
The Lardeau Valley’s Lakehead
and Beyond Produce Society is
determined to move forward with its
economic development project on the
old Marblehead Quarry property in
Meadow Creek, despite the May 13 fire
that destroyed the two heritage buildings
on the property.
The society held a public meeting on
June 10 to give an update on the project,
and invited Corporal Chris Backus of the
Kaslo RCMP detachment to speak about
the investigation of the fire. “It is indeed
suspicious; we believe it was arson,”
said Backus. “I really want to tell you
everything I know, but I can’t because
it could jeopardize the investigation.”
Backus said a forensic investigation
had been conducted to determine the
cause and origin of the fire. “His analysis
will tell us whether or not an accelerant
was used, and where the fire started, but
the results take time,” said Backus.
The RCMP have received many tips
from members of the public. Backus

Kaslo &
District
Community
Forest Update:
January to May, 2010
We have some income again

Although we started actively
logging in December of 2009, none of
that income arrived before 2010, making
2009 a very poor year indeed. 2010 is
looking to be a different kettle of fish.
By the end of April we had revenues
from log sales of almost $790,000. Our
expenses were about $435,000, leaving
us a profit of almost $355,000.
We have cut-blocks being laid out,
but further logging this year will depend
on market conditions. We may have to
wait a year or so (until prices rise) for
these cut-blocks to become profitable.

Long Term Planning initiative

The first stage of this project, the
year-long process (funded mainly by
the Columbia Basin Trust) involving a
team of community members, has now
concluded. A public meeting was held
on Jan 14th, where those present were
asked to choose what they thought
was the most likely scenario to unfold
over the long term (the next 50 years).
The two scenarios thought most likely
received the same number of votes.
They had to poll a few team members
who were unable to attend that meeting
in order to break the tie. In the end,
the more optimistic (less pessimistic?)
scenario won. Using that scenario,
the team worked on a strategy for the
KDCFS to follow. The results were
presented at the AGM on May 12th. The
draft strategy is posted on the KDCFS
web-site. There will be a meeting held to
review, and hopefully endorse, the final
strategy document at 7:00 pm on July
7th at the Kaslo Seniors’ Hall.
From here, a five-year management
plan will be made up, taking the
strategy into account. We hope to be
able to arrange for further work to be
done, using this strategy to draw up
useful maps and timelines to guide us
into the future.

explained that a police investigation
is evidence led, and asked community
members to please analyze their tips
before phoning them in. Tips should
be based on evidence, not speculation.
“Don’t let your emotions get involved
when you are supplying information to
the police,” he said. Backus expressed
full support for the community economic
development project slated for the
property. “I call this the 911 Terrorist
Scenario,” he said. “If you give up on this
project, you let the terrorists win. Don’t
let the terrorists win.” Backus said he was
willing to look at ways to bring security
to the project and community, such as a
Citizens on Patrol program.
Backus also braced the community
for the possibility of an unsolved crime.
“The burden of proof is very high
before the judge will convict someone
of arson,” he said. “I will do as much as
I can to find the suspect and bring that
person before the court, but I might not.
This may have an ending where an arrest
is made and it is brought to trial, but it

Firewood Cutting

Only “Dead or Down” trees can be
taken for firewood. “Down” is fairly
obvious, but trying to tell if a standing
tree is “Dead” is not so simple. For
example, in the late autumn, once a
Larch tree has lost its needles, it can
appear very dead. If you don’t have
the expertise to be sure about whether
a tree is dead, then you should play it
safe and stick to “Down” trees.
There is an ongoing problem of
people cutting down trees that are
obviously alive, and cutting them up
for firewood. This is theft from the
community, and should be treated as
such. If you see anyone engaging in
this activity (green needles is often the
tip-off), please get a licence number
and report it to the RCMP or to the
KDCFS.
A permit will be required for
firewood cutting. Because we have an
area-based Community Forest tenure,
we are required to develop a system
of firewood permitting that will result
in our paying stumpage (royalties) to
the government on firewood taken.
We’re still talking to the Ministry of
Forests about this, trying to come up
with a permitting system that is simple
to administer. As soon as we have a
system in place, we will place ads in
local papers.
On a related note: some people
are dumping garden waste (pruned
branches, etc.) on landing sites along
logging roads. This dry material is
a fire-hazard. The KDCFS will have
to spend community money to clean
up such sites. Such material should
be taken to the Kaslo Transfer Station
(dump) where they take garden waste at
the reduced rate of $5 per pick-up load.

AGM

The 2010 AGM was held on
May 12th. About 50 members of the
KDCFS and the public attended, as
well as nine directors and four staff/
managers. There were no elections
of directors, as fewer people applied
than there were positions available
(see below for the results). What the
meeting lacked in election fever, it
made up for in a tightly fought battle
of three mutually exclusive resolutions.
The resolution that ultimately passed

may not have that ending immediately
and it may never have that ending.”
Len Trenholm and other directors
of the Lakehead and Beyond Society
brought the community up to date on
the project. They have put an offer on
the Marblehead property, subject to an
environmental assessment. The society
has applied for a provincial grant to cover
the cost of the assessment, and should
know at the end of the month whether or
not they will get the funding. If they do,
and if the assessment results in a clean
bill of health for the property, the society
would like to proceed with the purchase.
Trenholm said he does not want to
divulge the purchase price before the
deal is finalized because of “possible
legal ramifications with the owner.”
However, he said they were looking
to raise approximately $50,000 to
complete the purchase. The first phase
of the project, including the property
purchase and clean-up, plus setting up
the greenhouses, is estimated to cost
$250,000.

states:
An annual dividend will be paid
to the Kaslo and District community
in the amount of $3/m3 for all wood
cut with the exception of cedar which
will be $5/m3;
This dividend will not be clawed
back or legacy fund encumbered in
any way;
The dividend will not be averaged
over time and will be paid in full 90
days after the end of each fiscal year.

Tree Planting (Silviculture)

We will be planting the cut-block
above the airport this year (the block
that was recently slash-burned). About
14,000 seedlings will be planted in the
9.4 hectare area: 3,700 Cedar; 2,800
Fir; 4,700 Larch; and 2,800 Spruce.

A feasibility study has been done on
the greenhouse aspect of the project, and
a business plan for the entire project is
half completed. Both studies have been
done by local volunteers.
Trenholm said the general focus of
the project had not changed and includes
four acres of market gardens, four heated
greenhouses, tourist accommodation on
the river; wood waste remanufacture,
a feed and tack store, farming
headquarters, a composting facility and
a stone bake oven. He said the society’s
priorities were to raise funds, complete
the purchase of the property, clean up the
property, firm up site plans, prepare the
land for the market gardens, prepare the
land for the greenhouses, and work on
constructing a new building. Drawings
of a new building had been done by a
local person as an example only and were
on display at the meeting. Trenholm said
they had received donations and many
offers of in-kind donations.

Trenholm asked the community if
it would look at investing in this project
from the community fire fund. This
fund was turned over to the Lardeau
Valley Opportunity Links Society when
it became clear that a volunteer fire
department in the valley would be next to
impossible to set up. The internet society
has borrowed money from the fund and
has paid it all back. One community
member said he wanted to see the fund
kept for fire and emergency services, but
would consider a proposal for another
loan from the fund. Another person
said the discussion should take place
at a meeting called by the Opportunity
Links Society, and a proposal with a
payment schedule should be presented
to the community.
The meeting ended with roundtable
discussions where community members
offered ideas about fundraising
opportunities and other possible
entrepreneurial ventures for the project.

submitted
School is almost out and the days
are getting warmer. Many parents are
asking themselves what their children
can do that is safe, fun and educational.
Here is a great idea – Horseback Riding
Day Camps with Equine Canadacertified Coach of over 20 years, Faye
Fox.
Fox Meadows Equine Centre is
located approximately 1.5 km north
of Summit Lake on Highway 6. For
adventurous families, there is camping
at the nearby Summit Lake campground
and Three Islands Resort.
Kids learn both English and Western
styles of horseback riding, safety around

horses, brushing and caring for a horse,
how horses communicate, horse first
aid, taking care of a horse’s daily needs,
various types of equipment and their
use – all while having fun and making
friends.
Coach Fox also offers English and
Western riding lessons for children to
adults, beginner to advanced riders,
Equine Canada Rider Level Testing
(great for high school credits) show
coaching, horse training, horse boarding
and new this year, traveling day camps
in Kaslo.
For more information and to
register, call 1-250-265-4393 or email
foxmeadows@hughes.net.

Horseback riding camps offered locally this summer

New Board of Directors

Steve Anderson (elected by
acclamation for two years) - President
Donna Cormie (elected by
acclamation for two years)
Steve Fawcett (RDCK
representative) - Secretary
Bruce Freeman (appointed to a
one-year term) - Treasurer
Greg Lay (Village of Kaslo
representative)
Dick Martin (one year remaining
in his term)
Rob Mitchell (one year remaining
in his term) - Vice-President
Don Scarlett (one year remaining
in his term)
Chris Webster (appointed to a
one-year term)

KDCFS Information

While you’re surfing the net, spend
a few minutes checking out the Kaslo
& District Community Forest Society
website. We’re always uploading
the latest meeting minutes, financial
reports, and planning maps. Just go
to www.kaslocommunityforest.org
Look down the left side and along the
top for menu items.
Of course, you can still contact us
by phone (250 353-9677) or mail us at
P.O. Box 1360, Kaslo, BC V0G 1M0
Our office is located in the Kemball
Memorial Building on the 2nd floor.
Office hours are Wednesdays, 9:00 am
to 4:30 pm (call to confirm).

Kids and horses go together like peanut butter and jelly.

Fun With Horses
Day-Camp 2010
Camp 1 ~ ~
Camp 2 ~ ~
Camp 3 ~ ~
Camp 4 ~ ~

July 6, 7, 8 ages 12+
July 13, 14, 15 ages 9-12
July 20, 21, 22 ages 7-9
July 27, 28, 29 ages 4-6

Campers must preregister. Max. 6 campers per camp.

9 am - 3:30 pm

$225.00 per camp.

Lessons given by Equine Canada Certified Level 1 Coach
Day-Campers will learn about:
• Horse and Rider Safety
• Brushing and Tacking
• Horse Language
• And much more!!!
Faye Fox Equine Canada Certified Level 1 Coach
• English and Western

1-250-265-4393
2250 Highway 6 South Nakusp, BC - near Summit Lake for camping!
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Kaslo Bay Estates developer addresses concerns at Council Meeting
by Jan McMurray
At the June 10 meeting of the
Development Services Committee
of Kaslo council, Kaslo Bay Estates
developer Bernie Penner addressed
concerns that have been raised by council
members and residents about his housing
development.
Councillor Cormie asked Penner
about the large slash piles on the
property. He explained that all but one
of the piles has been there since before
he acquired the property. However, he
said he will take responsibility for all
the piles. Councillor Leathwood added
that Penner has agreed to take the Village
slash created by the removal of the
cottonwoods on Water Street as well,
and will burn all of the slash in the fall.
Councillor Frary raised his concerns
about the excavation work in an area
identified as very unstable in an
engineering report. Penner said that
the excavation activity in that area had
occurred by two sets of previous owners
on the property. He said he planned to
run a retaining wall along that area to
key in the toe of the slope, and to re-

vegetate. He added that the Ministry
of Transportation has no issues with
that slope.
Penner also explained that his
buildings will be anchored into big
concrete pier foundations, which will
be set down below the natural fault line.
As well, rainwater will be collected off
the roofs, driveways, etc. to minimize
the amount of water running down the
slopes.
Penner also mentioned that the
adjacent Village-owned property is very
steep. He said the reason he approached
council to discuss acquiring that land was
because he would like to be in control of
what happens there – he does not want
to see digging at the base of the slope.
Councillor Cormie asked about
the people who wrote to council about
cracks in their house that have appeared
since construction work began on
Penner’s development. Penner said he
had not yet responded to their letter, but
that he would be very happy to inspect
their basement if they allow him to. “I am
prepared to deal with it,” he said. He said
he would also like to test the vibrations

created by his machinery and monitor
them to see how far they travel. Penner
also said it was unfortunate that this was
being brought forward a year after the
fact, and asked people to please contact
him right away if they have any issues.
Councillor Cormie asked him about
the motion passed by council on April 13
to require Penner to submit a geotechnical
report on the stability of the property,
specific to the proposed development,
prior to any more approvals for further
development on the site. Penner said
that the three or four very detailed
geotechnical and environmental reports
that he has show no concerns. He said
there will be a geotechnical assessment
required by the building inspector when
they begin working along the crest. “I
am prepared to spend more money on
geotechnical reports when I get there,”
he said.
Penner explained that he shut the
project down two months ago because
he has spent nine months dealing with
legal issues around Rainbow Drive,
which he needs to be a secondary access
to his development. He has worked

closely with CAO Rae Sawyer, Public
Works Foreman Glen Walker and the
neighbours, “but there are significant
issues around the fact that the road does
not have legal right-of-way as a public
road.”
It sounds like Penner’s work on a
resolution for the Rainbow Drive issue
is paying off. “As a result of being cooperative with the lawyers, the Village,
the mortgage holder, and the Marina
Ridge association, there will be an
agreement coming that I will be very
happy to sign,” he said. “Once that
happens, I will resurrect the job.” He said
he wants to complete the first building,
put the roof on the second building, and
then move forward with an “assembly

by Jan McMurray
The official Kaslo launch of the
Nelson-Kootenay Lake Destination
Marketing Organization (DMO) took
place June 8 at the Kaslo Hotel. The
DMO will focus on promoting tourism
in Nelson, Kaslo and the surrounding
Areas D, E and F.
There were welcoming addresses
by Debra Hamilton, president of the
Kaslo Chamber, Mayor Lay and Director
Shadrack, followed by a talk about the
organization by the manager, Graham
Edwards of Nelson.
Edwards said it all started in 2006
with a study of the opportunities for
tourism development in the area. The
key recommendation of the study was
the creation of a regional DMO.
“The Village of Kaslo, City of
Nelson, and Areas D, E and F agreed
that the creation of the DMO was a
great idea because visitors tend to travel
throughout the area,” he said. With seed
funding and support from the local and
regional governments, the organization
was able to get off the ground.
Their first task was to set up
sustainable funding for the organization.
At least 51% of the accommodators
with four rooms or more had to agree to
collect the 2% Additional Hotel Room
Tax (AHRT), which is how DMOs are
funded.
“That took us some time and it was a
difficult decision for the accommodators
– there was tremendous reluctance,”
said Edwards. In the end, 60% of the
accommodators supported the tax,
which has been collected since March
1. The March payment was higher than
expected, at more than $13,000. Edwards
said they had estimated their annual
funding to be $160,000.
The board of directors has 12
members, including Debra Hamilton,
Norm Mackie, owner of Ainsworth Hot
Springs Resort, and Mary Laird, owner
of Toad Rock Campground. The DMO
office is located in the Nelson Chamber
of Commerce building, and Edwards
is the only paid employee. He said the
funding would go towards marketing,
not administration.

Membership is open to any
organization that benefits directly or
indirectly from tourism, and comes with
certain marketing opportunities. “We’re
only as good as our membership,”
he said, stressing the importance of
everyone’s participation. “We’re not
trying to make money on membership
fees – it’s much more important that we
have your participation.”
The goals of the DMO are: to create
a general awareness and desire to travel
to Nelson-Kootenay Lake area as a yearround destination; to develop sustainable
tourism in the area; to establish and build
on branding; and to further economic
growth in the region.
The first project the DMO
is working on is a website (www.
nelsonkootenaylake.com), expected to
take three to five months to complete. It
will focus on the shoulder seasons and
winter tourism, and will feature arts,
culture and heritage tourism and the
area’s festivals.
When asked about marketing
opportunities open to members, Edwards
gave an example of a cooperative
advertising deal that is in the works,
but not yet finalized. The DMO is
considering purchasing two pages in
an Alberta motorcycling organization’s
directory. The first page would have
photos and a write-up about the Kootenay
Lake area, and the second page would be
filled with ads from DMO members.
He said members wishing to participate

would pay $350. Although this is the
same amount businesses would pay for
an ad in the publication on their own,
Edwards said this would be much better
value because the large group ad would
be many times more effective than an
individual ad.
“By working together, we can be
so much more effective,” he said. “The
key is packaging – we want to work with
B&B associations, cat operators and
other partners.”

411 Kootenay St. Nelson

Kaslo Hotel hosts launch of regional tourism marketing organization

Nakusp Library reading

submitted
Local author Lucia Mann will read
from her book Beside an Ocean of
Sorrow at Nakusp Public Library on
Thursday, June 24 at 7 pm. Based on
the author’s life, the novel takes place in
South Africa and addresses the damaging
roles that the British colonial occupation
and apartheid played in peoples’ lives.
Beside an Ocean of Sorrow tells the
story of a small illegitimate child whose
trials and tribulations make for sad story
but one that offers hope of healing. In
addition to reading from the book, Mann
will talk about the writing process. This
is a free event and everyone is invited.

Nakusp, BC
250-265-3681
• LUMBER
• SIDING
• INSULATION
• ROOFING
• DRYWALL
• FLOORING
• HARDWARE
• GENERAL PAINT
• PLUMBING
• ELECTRICAL
• WOOD STOVES
• WINDOWS/DOORS
• SCAFFOLDING
• ENGINEERED FLOORS
• ROOF TRUSSES
• TOOL RENTALS
• AGRICULTURAL FEEDS
• GARDENING SUPPLIES
• GREENHOUSE
OPEN
7 am - 5:30 Weekdays
9 am - 5:00 Saturday

The Best Lumberyard
in the Kootenays
We deliver!

line type production.”
Penner said his plans include 67
housing units, a clubhouse and a covered
boathouse, “but not in the same form as
what I proposed a year ago.” He added,
“This [boathouse] is the last thing on
my list.”
Penner also said that the Village
zoning bylaw would allow him to build
200 units on the property, but he plans
to build 67. He said the property goes
right to the edge of Kaslo Bay Park, but
he has at no time made the decision to
build there, even though it is a prime
building site.
Penner encouraged people with
concerns to contact him at 250-354-0531
or bernie@kaslobayestates.ca.

Your Best Source for Used
Books and New and Used CDs
Music Special Orders Welcome
Now Open Sunday

Packrat Annie’s

354-4722

PUBLIC
NOTICE
VILLAGE OF NEW DENVER – 2009 ANNUAL REPORT
Residents of the Village of New Denver are requested to take
notice that pursuant to Sections 98 and 99 of the Community
Charter, the Village of New Denver’s 2009 Annual Report will
be available for public inspection as of June 8, 2010, at the
Village of New Denver Municipal Office, 115 Slocan Avenue,
New Denver, B.C. between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Pursuant to Section 99 of the Community Charter, Council will
consider the 2009Annual Report at its Tuesday, June 22, 2010
Regular Meeting, at 7:00 p.m., in the Village of New Denver
Council Chambers, 115 Slocan Avenue, New Denver, B.C.
Council will accept submissions and respond to questions from
the public at this time.
				
				

Carol Gordon, CMC
Administrator

HERITAGE HOTEL
The Leland Hotel is proud to announce the return of
the Sunday Jam Sessions beginning on Sunday, May
23rd from 5-9 pm and will run until
Oct. 10th. It will be hosted by the
Kootenay’s own “Rippin
Rattlers”. All singers,
musicians, full bands and
spectators welcome. Come out
and enjoy the fun. Discounted
hotel rooms will be offered to
jammers and friends who are
there for the event.
96 4th Ave SW • Nakusp • Pub 265-3314 • Restaurant 265-0078
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Announcements

IF YOU WOULD LIKE to donate
to the purchase of a sculpture by Toru
Fujibayashi for public display, please
mail your contribution to Hidden Garden
Gallery, Box 201, New Denver V0G 1S0.
THANK YOU!
BAMBOO SHEETS, TOWELS and
cutting boards. Organic sheet sets, cozy
quilts, wool duvets and down pillows.
Quality dishes in fun colours with gorgeous
table linens. Garden accents and cast iron
hardware. Local artisans. Practical gifts at
affordable prices. Willow Home Gallery
in Kaslo. Home Decor Kootenay Style.
250 353 2257.

Lisa Warren, daughter of Terry and
Colleen Warren of Nakusp, BC, and
Chris Ewings, son of Brian and Esther
Ewings of Edgewood, BC, were married
on Saturday, May 22, 2010. The early

afternoon ceremony took place overlooking
Whatshan Lake and was attended by a
large circle of family and friends. Lisa
was attended by her daughters Miriah and
Sarah and her matron of honour Shannon
Struck. Chris’s best man was Cade Snyder
and his groomsmen Kelsey Aalten and Paul
Roberts. Alexander and Kimberley Roberts
completed the wedding party.

Automotive

1979 FORD BUS RV: Stove, oven, fridge,
stainless sink and counter top, custom
cabinets, fold-up table, queen size bed,
chairs. It’s gotta go! $5500 obo. 250-3587171.

Business Opportunities

DO YOU HAVE A GREAT BUSINESS
IDEA? Community Futures welcomes
our two new business counsellors to the
Arrow and Slocan Lakes area. CF provides
program info, business counselling and
training. Wednesday appts. available in
Nakusp and New Denver by calling 2653674 ext. 201 or email Nakusp@futures.
bc.ca.

Call for proposals

THE SLOCAN VALLEY HERITAGE
TRAIL Society seeks expressions of
interest to complete our website, develop a
brochure for visitors and market advertising
to local businesses. We have up to $3500

CLASSIFIED ADS

to contract for these services. Our website
must be easy for us to maintain and update.
Our brochure must be easy to update
and re-print. Both must be professional
and attractive. The ability to market
advertisements to local businesses is
essential. Email full details to rlindsay@
netidea.com by June 30.

Card of thanks

THE BURTON FIRE GROUP would
like to say Thanks! to the Nakusp and Area
Community Foundation for their generous
support to our training program.

Coming events

LAKE LORE GALLERY - Saturday,
June 19, Lake Lore Gallery presents JC
and Gemma Luna followed up by the house
band. Open Stage Thursdays continues to
be a big hit. If you are looking for a venue
to host a private function or rehearsal
space, please call us at 250-355-2955.
Music lessons available in piano, guitar,
bass guitar, harmonica, theory and beginner
voice. Thank you for your continued
support.
THE FRIDAY MARKET happens in
downtown New Denver every Friday, June
to September, 10 am to 2 pm. Features local
produce, plants, herbs and a great selection
of Kootenay artisan wares.

			

PIG ROAST & DANCE Saturday, June
26. Legion Hall fundraiser. Four live bands:
Tangerine, Kootenay Jack, Stonehorse &
Razzberry Rockets. Slocan Legion Hall,
502 Harold St., Slocan. Dinner 6-8 pm &
Dance 7 pm-1 am. Adults $20, Ages 7-18
(dinner only) $10, Children 6 & under
(dinner only) $5.50. Tickets at Mountain
Valley Station, Slocan or phone 250-3552672 or 2245 to reserve. All welcome.
KASLO SUMMER CHORAL
WORKSHOPS. July 19-23 – Workshop
for singers of all abilities. July 16-18 –
Mini Workshop for singers from Kaslo
and area. For registration and information:
www.kaslosummerworkshops.ca or 780438-9080.
IN CELEBRATION of LEGION WEEK
June 20-26, there will be a BBQ at the
Slocan Beach Gazebo Sunday, June 20
beginning at 6:30 pm. You are invited to
join us. Everyone Welcome.
HIDDEN GARDEN GALLERY’S Silent
Art Auction—Don’t miss this exciting
show! Visit the Gallery June 15-19 to see
the eclectic show and to place your bids. We
shall party on Saturday, June 19 at 7:30 pm
with final bids collected at 8:30 pm.
AUTHOR LUCIA MANN will read at the
Nakusp Public Library on Thursday, June
24 at 7 pm. Free.
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2ND TEXAS HOLD’EM TOURNAMENT
to be held at the Slocan Legion Hall 502
Harold St. Slocan on July 10 starting at
6:30 pm. $30 buy-in. Advance tickets must
be purchased at Mountain Valley Station in
Slocan or phone 250-355-2672 to reserve.
Tickets will not be available at the door.
9TH ANNUAL Castlegar & Area Garden
Tour ‘A PASSION FOR PLANTS’ Sunday,
June 27, 9:00 am – 4:00 pm. Castlegar
Garden Club’s brochure/map available
locally or from castlegargardenclub@shaw.
ca. Admission free; donations appreciated.
250-365-6753.
H I D D E N G A R D E N G A L L E RY
founders’ show June 22-27, 10-3: Rosalie
Bird, Burgin Jacobs, Morgen Bardati.

Indoor Garden
Supplies
Castlegar
250-304-2911
1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN
COMPLETE SALES
SERVICE AND
INSTALLATION
YOUR VALLEY COMFORT AND BLAZE KING DEALER
SPECIALIZING IN WOOD/ELECTRIC, WOOD/OIL AND
WOOD/GAS COMBINATION FURNACES
Certified • Insured

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

Slocan City, BC • (250) 355-0088
website: www.kootenayfurnace.com
email: kfurnace@netidea.com

• Energy Efficient Vinyl & Wood Windows •
• Residential Installations & Renovations/Upgrades •
• Wooden & Metal Doors •
Peter Demoskoff • Cell: 250-608-0505
Tel: 250-399-4836 • Fax: 250-399-4831

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.

Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Peter’s New & Used Windows & More
Sales & Installations

JEMS Propane Ltd. KF PowerVac
Installation and maintenance

Duct Cleaning & Duct Sanitizing
Local: 355-2485 • Toll-free: 1-888-652-0088
email: kfurnace@netidea.com

HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
• Registered Septic System
designer and installer •
• Ready Mix Concrete •
• Lock Blocks • Drain Rock •
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel •
• Dump Trucks • Excavator •
• Crusher • Coloured Concrete •
• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

KOOTENAY RAISED CONTRACTING
Kaslo, BC

New Construction, Timber Framing, Renovations,
Design, Outbuildings, Decks, Cabins, Eco-Friendly

Journeyman Carpenter • Call Today
250-353-2614

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

• general contractor
• new homes & renovations
• design/build
HPO licensed/Home Warranty
Fully insured. 30 yrs.+ exp./ cert.
carpenters/ foundation to finish/
custom trim/heritage work.
Call Drew 250- 353-2450.  
0850743 B.C. Ltd. dba Vista Custom Builders

Hardwood Floors Only
Canadian Flooring at Wholesale
Pref. Antique. R Oak or Maple
3 1/4 x 3/4 – $4.39/sf pallet
– Bamboo from $3.99 sf –
Cork from $4.39/sf at

call Jim Berrill
(250) 359-5922

Tradesman Electric

Window
Washing
Gutter
Cleaning
• Spring Cleaning • Home Detailing
• House Prepping • Painting
Call now for your free consultation!

265-0241

Jacob Butt, Bergevin
Electrical Inc.
Please call
250-358-2479
or 250-505-6182
and leave a message
Free Estimates. Certified,
Licenced, And Insured
Serving New Denver, Nakusp
and the Slocan Valley

commercial • residential
new construction • renovations
Reliable friendly service
Free Estimates Call Steve 226-7163

1503 Hwy 3A Thrums • Mon - Sat 8:30-5 pm

ARROW LAKES
FLOORING
INSTALLATIONS

Nakusp
Redi-Mix
serving the Kootenays since 1973

Carpet • Lino • Laminate
Ceramic Tile • V/C Tile
Hardwood • Tub Enclosures
– 30 yrs experience –
Gord Jones
Cell: 250-515-1584
Home: 250-358-7711

EARTHWORM
YARD CARE

Serving Nakusp & Area
- Lawn Mowing & Trimming
- Yard Maintenance/cleanup
Contact Barry @ (250) 265-9086

Certified Organic Bedding Plants
Selected Perennials
10:00 - 5:00 Daily,
April through June
Perry Siding
7231 Avis Rd.

• 355-2459

COMPUTER
- Repairs
Palmer
- Upgrades
Computer - Consulting
Microsoft Certified
Services
Systems Engineer
Phone: 355-2235
ken@palmercomputerservices.com

JUAN’S FLOORING
250-399-6377

FOR ALL YOUR
PROPANE NEEDS
365-9958
1-800-471-5630

Your local bulk dealer & service centre

DAVID WEATHERHEAD
Box 83, 848 Hwy 6, Nakusp

250-265-4311 (ph)
250-265-3468 (fax)
J.C. Roofing Company

CONSTRUCTION

For all your roofing needs
Serving the Arrow and Slocan Lakes

FOUNDATIONS • FRAMING
ROOFING • RENOVATIONS

Experienced Professionals

16 years of professional installations
WCB • All work fully guaranteed
We also install Soffit and Vinyl Siding

H. & L. MANCIA CONSTRUCTION • PO BOX 97 •
NAKUSP, BC • V0G 1R0 • PHONE: 250-265-4525

For your free estimate, Call
Curtis Roe at 250-265-9087

Support the Valley
Voice with a voluntary
subscription
Only $10-$30 per year
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WOMEN’S MOONLODGE – Medicine
Wheel teachings and healing ceremony
with Metis elder MaryRose Lessoway.
Wednesday, June 30. Location in Silverton
TBA. Register by June 25 with Carla:
250-358-7198.
MARKET FEST – Nelson’s popular
downtown night market and festival.
Fridays June 25, July 23, August 20, 6:0010:00 pm, Baker Street downtown Nelson.
This free family community event features
50 vendors, lots of food, two stages with
live music, kids’ tent and an evening of fun,
Nelson style. For more information, contact
Rose at 250-825-4034.
CHRISTINA LAKE HOMECOMING
- Community Hall, Saturday June 19.
Welcome home! Meet old friends! See full
schedule of events at www.christinalake.
com.

TWO-STOREY LOG HOUSE on acreage
off Red Mountain Road. 3 bedrooms. $800
+ utilities. Available June 20. Deck and
basement under construction. 250-358-2707.

NEW DENVER APARTMENT for rent
$800/month, utilities included. Generous
size includes 3 bedrooms, 4-piece bathroom,
dining room, large kitchen and living room
area. Includes fridge and stove. Glacier
view and short walk to lake. Available
July 1. Contact 306-535-7222. References
required.

GARAGE SALE - June 19 and 20.
European small brown enamel woodstove
$750 obo. Child’s armoire $165. Dark
armoire, needs work $130. Older threedrawer chest $150. Antiques, collectibles,
lamps, dishes, pictures, etc. New Denver
mountain side of highway, 725 10th Ave.

For rent

For Sale

WOOD-TURNING LATHE (barely used).
Maxi-Lathe by General, Model 25 - 100M1,
35” turning capacity, $300; boxed set of 8
Henry Taylor professional turning tools, some
new, others barely used, $200 ($379 new cost
Lee Valley). Both for $450. 358-2775.
TONER CARTRIDGES for LaserJet laser
printers 2100/2200 series. $60 each or 3 for
$150. 250-358-7218.

Free

FREE COAL – 20 5-gallon buckets
available. On Josephine St., at the corner
of Josephine and 8th in New Denver. The
buckets are on the porch - help yourselves,
or call 509-723-4768.

Garage Sale

CLASSIFIED ADS

YARD SALE - Lots of stuff. 305 Union
St., New Denver in the Orchard. Watch for
signs. June 19 and 20.

Health

YOGA AT THE DOMES - Wear layers
for the next month - come to class Monday & Saturday mornings 9-10:30
am - Flow; Thursday afternoon 3:30-5:00
pm - Restorative Flow.

Help Wanted

NEEDED: DESIGNATED DRIVERS for
wedding August 21, 2010 in New Denver
from 4 pm until late. Great opportunity for
grad fundraising! Please call 604-723-8614.

Notices

FOR INFORMATION ON AA OR
ALANON MEETINGS contact in New
Denver: 358-7904 or 358-7158; Nakusp
265-4924; Kaslo 353-2658; Slocan 3552805; South Slocan 226-7705.
ATTENTION ALL ARROW LAKES
H O S P I TA L H A N D I D A RT B U S
DRIVERS! The Arrow Lakes Hospital
Foundation has recently realized that
volunteer drivers of the Arrow Lakes
Hospital Handidart bus drivers incur
personal expense in maintaining an
appropriate driving licence. In an effort to

recognize their service and to encourage
others to participate, the Foundation
has adopted a policy to reimburse these
expenses. Drivers, past and present, are
invited to submit their receipts to ALHF,
Box 284, Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0.
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ROGAN ELECTRIC Residential,
commercial, industrial wiring. Local
references available. All work guaranteed.
“We get the job done.” 353-9638.

Real estate

NEW DENVER $195,000 Commercial/
Residential • Large (approx. 2,000 sq ft) •
Charming - a little on the funky side • Two
blocks to lake • One block off side street to
town • Beautiful garden • Three bedrooms,
two baths, living, dining and den • Lots of
storage. Exclusive listing. Contact Paula
Conrad, Royal LePage Selkirk Realty,
Nakusp, BC. Res: 250-358-2707. Office:
250-265-3635.
SELLER MOTIVATED! Great building
site in New Denver. 50’ x 135’ lot with
trees, lake view, septic installed. Garage.
$145,000. Contact Paula Conrad, Royal
LePage Selkirk Realty, Nakusp, BC. Res:
250-358-2707. Office: 250-265-3635.

Services

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING: “Serving
the Valley” 7 days/wk, 24-hr. All-Around
Septic Services, Don Brown (250) 3543644, emergency 352-5676.

Happy retirement wishes were extended to
Henning von Krogh and Valerie PierceyWilson, two teachers who have served over
30 years at Lucerne, at the school’s annual
spring barbecue on June 9.
Helping you maintain YOUR life style
• Self-Care Assistance • Exercise, Mobility Support
House Cleaning • Meal Preparation
Home & Yard Maintenance • Downsizing Services
Life Skills Training • Home Support Advocacy
Spectrum Domestic Services

250-265-3842 • Serving the West Kootenays

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

RESTAURANT/WINE & BEER

N

Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground

ick’s
lace

P

Year-round facility
Licensed Restaurant
Open Wed - Sun
5 PM - 8 PM
1-877-970-8090

SUMMER HOURS
7 am - 10 PM

Seven Days a Week!

QUALITY PIZZA anytime!

265-4880
Air Conditioned
Non-Smoking

93-5th Ave.

Nakusp

Meat Cutting

Legendary Meats

Bulk - Beef, Pork, Buffalo
and Sausage Sales
Custom Cutting & Sausage Making,
Curing & Smoking of Bacons & Hams
Winter Hours:
Open Wed., Thurs. & Fri.
9 am till 5 pm
Phone: 226-7803
2826 Hwy 6 • Slocan Park

Even little ads
get noticed in the
Valley Voice

The
Cup and
Saucer
Café
Silverton, BC

Monday - Friday 8:30-3:00
Saturday 10:00-3:00
Soups, Stews, Sandwiches,
Cookies and coffee

Winlaw Brew-Op

Wine & Beer Making Kits
to satisfy all budgets!
Take-Home Kits, or Brew it with Us!
Open 11:00 to 6:00 Tues. to Sat.
5972 Cedar Creek Road, Winlaw • 226-7328

Apple Tree
Sandwich Shop

Soup, Sandwiches & Desserts
358-2691
Mon. - Fri. 7 A.M. - 4 P.M.
Sat. 11 A.M. - 4 P.M.

CLEANING

Groceries, fresh produce, fresh meat,
Agency Liquor, organic foods,
in-store deli, in-store bakery.

Open 7 days/week, 9 am - 8 pm

Slocan, BC • ph:355-2211 • fax: 355-2216

Ann’s Natural Foods
Ann Bunka

- 358-2552 805 Kildare St., New Denver

Re-Awakening
Health Centre
• Health Products, healing sessions
• New Age cards & books
• Sensual products¶ ¶

¶

¶

¶

¶

320 Broadway St. Nakusp		 265-3188

Your Local Grocer

New Denver
358-2443

Silverton

PAULA CONRAD
HOME: (250) 358-2707

RECREATION

Selkirk Realty

Free Consultation

Beside Slocan Park Service
2976 Highway 6, Slocan Park

OFFICE SUPPLIES
phone: 250.358.7121, email: indelible.ink@live.ca
online catalogues: http://indelible-ink.spaces.live.com

Passmore
Laboratory Ltd.

Water Testing • Flow Measurements
CAEAL certified to test drinking water
We’re in the Valley at: 1-250-226-7339
Jennifer & Tony Yeow passlab@xplornet.com

Kootenay Restorative
Justice
working toward
restoring balance
and healthy communication in
our communities

krjustice@wegcss.org

THE RIDE SAYS IT ALL

Ph: 359-7111 Fax: 359-7587
www.playmorpower.com

Playmor Junction Hwy 6 & 3A
1043 Playmor

www.jonesboysboats.com
Ainsworth, British Columbia
4080 Hwy 31 N
Call: 1-877-552-6287

(250) 353-2550 Fax (250) 353-2911

Natural Food Store

422 Front Street • Kaslo, BC
1-250-353-2594

CLOTHING
Men’s & Ladies Clothing

358-7292

Advertise in the Valley Voice. It pays!!!
Call 358-7218 for details • email: valleyvoice@netidea.com

Far right entrance of the Wild Rose Restaurant in Rosebery

265-3635
E-mail: paulaconrad@royallepage.ca
Website: www.royallepage.ca/selkirkrealty

GROCERY • HEALTH FOOD

Slocan Village Market

Studio

NOW OPEN
358-7769

Main St. New Denver 358-2381

indelible ink

265-4701

The best selection of photo cards of local views anywhere
1007 Josephine St. (Box 298), New Denver
Ph. 358-2435 essay@direct.ca Fax 358-2607

Open Tuesday - Sunday
9 am - 4 pm

tues - sat from 9 - 4:30, earlier or
later by telephone request
317-A Lake Ave. (Hwy 6) Silverton

Nakusp

CUSTOM CARDS • BROCHURES • CALENDARS • NEWSLETTERS

Hair

Office, Art, Musician, Supplies & Service

Specialty Coffees, Teas,
U-Brews and Kits for Home
• Open Every Day

Colour/B&W Laser Printing/Copying • Digital Photography
Word processing • Scanning • Faxing • Binding • Laminating

For all your
insurance
needs
HUB INTERNATIONAL
Barton
265-3631
INSURANCE
1-800-665-6010
BROKERS

Ava’ s

358-2267
The

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

The Clothes Hanger
441 Front St • Kaslo • 250-353-9688

HARBERCRAFT

Lester Koeneman
Phone 265-3128 or
24-hour Fax 265-4808
Broadway St. Nakusp
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Fruit tree harvesting project expands to include Nakusp & Area

submitted
Harvest Share, formerly known
as the Community Fruit Harvesting
Project, is a local fruit tree picking
initiative. After two successful seasons
in the North Slocan, Harvest Share is
expanding this year beyond the New
Denver and Silverton area to include
Nakusp. “Due to the overwhelming
interest from local communities, we have
partnered with Arrow and Slocan Lakes
Community Services, and are pleased to
announce that the project will be serving
the Nakusp area this season,” said Bree
Lillies, Harvest Share coordinator.

Harvest Share increases local
sources of food by connecting people
who have excess produce from their
backyard fruit trees with those who
have the time and energy to harvest
it. To date, 4500 pounds of fruit has
been harvested. “Fruit trees throughout
our communities are a great resource.
In addition to enjoying nutritious
local food, we also want to support
homeowners in managing their fruit
trees, and help reduce the number of
bears in our neighbourhood trees,” said
Lillies.
Educational workshops are planned

submitted
Alex Thorp of Nakusp had a great
first season on the BC snowboard team,
training in Whistler and Big White and
competing in seven events, incuding five
international level events (Nor-Am cups)
in Kelowna, Nova Scotia and Quebec,
and two BC level races in Rossland.
Alex finished 17th at the Nationals,
where he competed against three
Canadian 2010 Olympians. His
Nationals finish earned him the title of
Canadian Junior Champion, and he has
been selected to represent Canada at the

Junior World Championships to be held
in New Zealand in August.
He has also been selected to
the Canada Winter Games Training
Group. This group of athletes will be
preparing to represent Team BC in
Halifax in February 2011. He credits
his strong results to the individuals and
community of Nakusp and area. “Athlete
development starts early with exposure
to many sports and activities like soccer,
gymnastics, hockey, skiing and figure
skating. Nakusp and its volunteers have
made these activities accessible,” he said.

Alex Thorp has great snowboarding season

for the upcoming season in both
communities to teach people about fruit
tree care, canning and drying. To begin
the season, join Harvest Share in New
Denver on the evening of June 30 for a
lesson on ‘Maximizing the Fruit on Your

Trees.’ Participants will learn the method
of hand thinning immature fruit, which
allows the remaining fruit to develop to
its maximum size, improves the colour
and flavour of the fruit, and reduces
disease and alternate bearing.

To sign up for workshops, to register
your fruit trees, or to become a volunteer
picker, contact your local coordinator:
New Denver/Silverton area, Bree Lillies
250-358-7225; Nakusp and Area, Anne
Miskulin 250-265-3674 ext. 213.

submitted by Teri Freeman
Photographer Sarah Jeffreys will
present an exhibit titled ‘Faces of
Namibia’ at the Hidden Garden Gallery
June 22-27. The portraiture show features
members of three Namibian ethnic
groups – the Himba, the Oshivambo and
the Ju’hoansi Bushmen – visited during
a two-month sojourn to Southwestern
Africa in 2009.
Sarah’s husband, Mark, a professor
of anthropology, will present a brief talk
at the opening reception on Friday, June
25 at 7:30. Paul Gibbons will entertain
in the garden, and refreshments will be
served. By donation.
Burgin Jacobs, Rosalie Bird and
Morgen Bardati, founding members of
HGG, reunite to exhibit a wonderful
selection of their works June 29-July 4,
titled ‘From the Ground Up.’
Burgin’s iconic papier mâché canoe

and some clay pieces will be on display;
Rosalie will have three of her gorgeous
hooked rugs on exhibit; and Morgen’s
luscious textiles will tempt us with their
originality and beauty.

Plans are in the works for an opening
reception – watch for that information
soon. Come on out and support these
three local women who worked so hard
to build our great little gallery.

Hidden Garden Gallery then and now

Early Hidden Garden Gallery movers and shakers Morgen Bardati, Burgin
Jacobs and Rosalie Bird welcome newcomer – photographer Sarah Jeffreys.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

AUTOMOTIVE • SMALL MOTORS • MACHINE SHOP
SALES & SERVICE
98 - 1st Street, Nakusp • 265-4911
OPEN TUES - SAT
CHAINSAWS
TRIMMERS
• Stihl
• Stihl
• Husqvarna
• Husqvarna
MOWERS
SMALL ENGINES
• Husqvarna
• Tecumseh
• Toro • Snapper • Honda
• Lawnboy
• Briggs & Stratton

• welding repairs • full service
& repair • licenced technician •
radiator repairs & service • mobile
service available • fast, friendly

and

BCAA Towing

24 hour towing
1007 hwy 23, nakusp
ph: 265-4577

Nakusp 265-4406
NAKUSP GLASS
201 Broadway
265-3252

Sappho’s Bakery

The clear choice for
all your glass needs!

Rear, 309 Kildare St. New Denver
Open Tues-Sat. Closed Sun-Mon.
Pizza, Fresh Bread Daily
358-2119

111 Mcdonald Drive, Nelson, BC
ph 250-352-3191
sales@mainjet.ca • www.mainjet.ca

JEWELRY
Jo’s Jewelry

Custom Work and Repair in
Silver and Gold, by Appointment

358-2134

New Denver, Goldsmith Jo-Anne Barclay

Slocan Auto &
Truck Repairs

24 hour towing
BCAA, Slocan, BC
355-2632

RECYCLING
MOUNTAIN VALLEY STATION
BOTTLE DEPOT
Slocan City • 355-2245
Open MON - SAT 9-5
Your “Bottle Drive” Specialists

HEALTH • WELL BEING • FITNESS
FULL SPECTRUM HEALTH
• Deep Tissue Massage
• Nutritional Consultation
• Reiki

Sliding Scale - Mobile Service

Daniel Thorpe 250-358-6808

24 Hr Towing and Recovery
Auto Repairs & Tires
Auto Parts

5549 Frontage Road
Burton, BC

BAKERY

Your ad could be here for
only $10.00 + GST per edition
Contact us at valleyvoice@
netidea.com for details, or
call 250-358-7218

Caribou Service
(250) 265-3191

Wholistic Midwife
Lana Knoll

Stone Massage • Deep Tissue
Salt Glows • Mud Wraps & More

250-353-2213

maramamidwife@yahoo.ca

Honouring natural childbirth through
nourishing body, mind and spirit, and
by embracing family and community.

DAY SPA
myofascial release • deep tissue massage • relaxation massage

Susan L. Yurychuk • 250-358-6804
By Appointment Only • New Denver

INDUSTRIES
Your Friendly neighbourhood Mechanic

•Automotive Electrical Specialist •BC Certified Mechanic
• Certified Vehicle Inspector •Small Engine Certified

(250) 353-2800 • 8845 Hwy 31 • Kaslo

EQUIPMENT RENTAL

COLES RENTALS

HEATERS (PROPANE & ELECTRIC)
PLATE TAMPERS, JUMPING JACKS, REBAR BENDER
JACKHAMMERS, HAMMER DRILLS, CONCRETE
MIXERS, CONCRETE SAWS, TILECUTTERS,
BLOCKCUTTERS, SCAFFOLDING, FLOOR SANDERS,
NAILERS - ALL TYPES, LM ROTARY LAZER TRANSIT,
GENERATORS, WATER PUMPS, COMPRESSORS,
INSULATED TARPS, PRESSURE WASHERS, ROTO
TILLER, LAWN COMBER, AERATOR, PROPERTY PIN
LOCATOR, CHIPPER/SHREDDER, GAS POST HOLE
DIGGER, WOODSPLITTER, CONCRETE FLOOR
GRINDER ...AND MUCH MORE!
PHONE 358-2632
1-888-358-2632

MASSAGE THERAPIES

Myofascial, Swedish, Lymphatic, Joint Play, Craniosacral,
Visceral, Somatoemotion, Chakras, Nutrition etc.
MTA rates (Low income consideration)
also MSP, WCB, ICBC & care plans
Garth R. Hunter, R.M.T.
Slocan Health Clinic - Thursdays

250-358-2364 • Mobile & Office

Nakusp Taxi
250-265-8222
Pick up and Delivery

Let us get it for you
• Auto parts • Groceries
• Pharmacy • Cigarettes
• Take out food

Just let your local business know your needs
and we will deliver them to you.
Alcoholic beverages until 11:00 pm

PILATES
Spring into fitness at

Body in Mind Pilates
Our total body workout benefits
golfers & gardeners alike!

For more info call Anne
@ 250-265-4290

Hand & Soul Healing Centre

Chiropractor, Larry Zaleski, D.C.
Mondays & Fridays - Silverton
Every other Wednesday in Winlaw or Nakusp
Counsellor/Healing Facilitator
Sue Mistretta, M.A., CCC.

358-2177

Silverton & Winlaw
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Doug Pyper Photography offers Kaslo area weddings, portraits
the website.
“As much as possible I try to create
this same childlike magic in all aspects
of my photography, including full
family portraits, weddings, and even
commercial work to a degree.”
Pyper achieves this by working to
create an immediate personal connection
with his subjects. This requires a special
skill for setting people at ease, since
many are uncomfortable with having
their picture taken. In his own words,
“A photo shoot should be a sociable, fun,

relaxing and rewarding experience for
all. If so, it will always be evident in the
natural looking images created, because
it allows people to be themselves in what
might otherwise be a somewhat nervous
experience.”
Pyper has taught photography at
the College of the Rockies and began
his career at a small portrait studio in
Kimberley, BC. Since then his work
has expanded to include commercial
and editorial photography, with features
in magazines such as Route 3, Cottage,

Photo by Doug Pyper.

by Art Joyce
Having your portrait taken doesn’t
have to be like having a tooth pulled. In
fact, with the right photographer, it can be
a relaxing, memorable experience. That’s
the message from Kaslo photographer
Doug Pyper, who is offering the
benefit of 25 years in the business
for clients’ weddings and portraits.
Although an extremely versatile and
accomplished photographer, Pyper’s
abiding interest through the years has
been photographing people, especially
children.
“I’m inspired by their innocence,
enthusiasm and openness,” he says.
“Children have no pretensions, so it’s
a simple matter to photograph them as
they really are. They wear no masks.”
To connect with children and
capture that magic, Pyper adds, a
photographer must find and nurture
those same qualities within himself or
herself. “And doing so is always a joyful
experience,” he adds.
To get an idea of just how magical
Pyper’s work with children can be,
check out his recent photographs of
Ecuadorian children. Simply go to
www.dougpyperphoto.com, click on
‘portfolio’ and then click The Children of
Ecuador. This was part of a larger project
he did while travelling in Ecuador for
four months last winter, photographing
people from the highlands to the jungle.
The full portfolio can also be seen on

Young indigenous boy at Saquisili animal market in western Andes mountains, Ecuador.

Ski Canada, Beaver and Kootenay Life.
His photographs have also accompanied
news items in the Calgary Herald,
Vancouver Sun and the Spokane
Spokesman-Review. His commercial
work has included corporate clients
such as Prestige Inns and Fairmont Hot
Springs. But his interest is primarily in
what he calls “the human landscape.”
Pyper recently moved to Kaslo from
Nelson and already he has created an
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inspiring set of images of local characters
called The Faces of May Days, also
posted on his website. He says he is open
to “Kootenay-friendly prices.”
“I thought it was time to let everyone
know what I’ve been doing for nearly
25 years and that I’m here locally for
everyone.”
For more photo galleries and
information go to www.dougpyperphoto.
com.
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